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Resumen Español
–Summary in Spanish–
Una de las áreas de investigación que está recibiendo más atención recientemente es la de vehı́culos autónomos. Los investigadores están en este momento
centrados en el tercer de los cinco niveles de autonomı́a, los cuales son: asistencia
en la conducción, automatización parcial, automatización condicional, alta automatización y automatización completa. A pesar de los rápidos progresos que están
habiendo en este campo, la adopción de estas soluciones llevará tiempo no sólo
debido a cuestiones legales, sino también por el hecho de que los avances tecnológicos se enfrentan a un lento respaldo por parte de los fabricantes. Además,
la baja tasa de renovación de vehı́culos de carretera, dificulta el despliegue de tecnologı́as innovadoras, como es el caso de la red vehicular. Nueve años después de
la introducción de la norma 802.11p para la comunicación vehicular del Instituto
de Ingenieros Eléctricos y Electrónicos (IIEE), los vehı́culos que se usan a diario
todavı́a carecen de la capacidad de comunicarse entre sı́. Este hecho impide el uso
de las muchas aplicaciones de seguridad del Sistema de Inteligencia de Transporte
(SIT) que aprovecha la red vehicular para el intercambio de datos. La forma obvia de manejar este problema es poner las tecnologı́as disponibles a la disposición
de los usuarios comunes para desarrollar soluciones que se puedan implementar
fácilmente, sean cómodas de adoptar y, además, económicas.
Por esta razón, trasladamos nuestra atención a los dispositivos inteligentes, especialmente a los teléfonos inteligentes, los cuales han recorrido un largo camino
desde la primera introducción de teléfonos móviles a finales del siglo XX. Hoy
en dı́a casi todos llevan uno en su bolsillo a donde sea que vayan, permitiéndoles no sólo hacer llamadas, sino también medir y controlar diferentes parámetros
con la ayuda de los muchos sensores integrados que están disponibles para estos dispositivos compactos pero potentes. Nuestro objetivo es estudiar los efectos
de la integración de los teléfonos inteligentes a la red vehicular para desarrollar
aplicaciones de seguridad del SIT. La elección de los teléfonos inteligentes aquı́
no solo está justificada por su amplia disponibilidad y uso, sino también porque
están evolucionando hacia terminales de alto rendimiento con microprocesadores
de múltiples núcleos cargados dotados de un grupo suficientemente diverso de sensores. En esta tesis proponemos tres diferentes aplicaciones de seguridad SIT para
teléfonos inteligentes, diseñados para aprovechar el entorno de red vehicular: una
aplicación de generación de advertencia llamada Messiah que alerta a los conductores de la presencia de vehı́culos de emergencia en las cercanı́as; una aplicación
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de Advertencia de Colisión Frontal (ACF) que advierte a los conductores si no se
mantiene la distancia de seguridad mı́nima entre el vehı́culo que va delante y el
que lo sigue; y, por último, una aplicación que tiene como objetivo ayudar a los
conductores con asistencia visual durante el adelantamiento, llamada EYES. Todas
estas aplicaciones han sido desarrolladas para la plataforma Android, y dependen
de la transmisión de datos entre vehı́culos. Dado que los vehı́culos que utilizamos
dı́a a dı́a no admiten la posibilidad de comunicarse entre sı́, también diseñamos
GRCBox, que es una unidad integrada de bajo coste que permite la comunicación
del Vehı́culo a Todo (V2X).
A partir de nuestro estudio de aplicaciones para dispositivos móviles diseñados
para redes vehiculares, descubrimos que el uso de teléfonos inteligentes proporciona una nueva dirección para la investigación relacionada con SIT y redes vehiculares al permitir la adopción rápida de las soluciones existentes, donde los usuarios
pueden descargar y usar las aplicaciones con sólo un clic a un botón. Al mismo
tiempo, la portabilidad y compacidad de los dispositivos los hace limitados en
términos de velocidad, potencia de procesamiento y precisión del sensor integrado, lo que afecta al rendimiento de las aplicaciones. En nuestro caso, la aplicación
más simple, Messiah, funcionó muy bien. Mientras que la aplicación EYES, dependiente de los datos del Sistema Global de Posicionamiento (GPS), y la aplicación ACF, que requerı́a un uso intenso del procesador y de la cámara debido a su
dependencia del reconocimiento de placas, se vieron afectadas por las limitaciones
de hardware de los teléfonos inteligentes.

Resum en Valencià
–Summary in Valencian–
Una de les àrees d’investigació que està rebent més atenció recentment és la de
vehicles autònoms. Els investigadores estan en este moment centrats en el tercer
dels cinc nivells d’autonomia, els quals són: assistència en la conducció, automatització parcial, automatització condicional, alta automatització i automatització
completa. Malgrat els ràpids progressos que s’estan donant en este camp, l’adopció
d’estes solucions portarà temps no sols degut a qüestions legals, sinó també pel fet
que els avanços tecnològics s’enfronten a un lent recolzament per part dels fabricants. A més a més, la baixa taxa de renovació de vehicles de carretera, dificulta el
desplegament de tecnologies innovadores com és el cas de la xarxa vehicular. Nou
anys després de la introducció de la norma 802.11p per a la comunicació vehicular
de l’Institut d’Enginyers Elèctrics i Electrònics (IEEE), els vehicles que s’utilitzen
a diari encara manquen de la capacitat de comunicar-se entre sı́. Este fet impedeix
l’ús de les moltes aplicacions de seguretat del Sistema d’Intel·ligència de Transport (SIT) que aprofita la xarxa vehicular per a l’intercanvi de dades. La forma
òbvia de tractar aquest problema és posar les tecnologies disponibles a la disposició dels usuaris comuns per a desenvolupar solucions que es puguen implementar
fàcilment, còmodes d’adoptar i, a més a més, econòmiques.
Per aquesta raó, traslladem la nostra atenció als dispositius intel·ligents, especialment als telèfons intel·ligents, els quals han recorregut un llarg camı́ des de
la primera introducció de telèfons mòbils a finals del segle XX. Hui en dia quasi
tots porten un en la butxaca on siga que vagen, permetent-los no sols fer cridades,
sinó també mesurar i controlar diferents paràmetres amb l’ajuda dels molts sensors
integrats que estan disponibles per a estos dispositius compactes però potents. El
nostre objectiu és estudiar els efectes de la integració dels telèfons intel·ligents a
la xarxa vehicular per a desenvolupar aplicacions de seguretat del SIT. L’elecció
dels telèfons intel·ligents acı́ no està sols justificada per la seua àmplia disponibilitat i ús, sinó també perquè estan evolucionant cap a terminals d’alt rendiment
amb microprocessadors de múltiples nuclis dotats amb un grup suficientment divers de sensors. En esta tesi proposem tres diferents aplicacions de seguretat SIT
per a telèfons intel·ligents, dissenyats per a aprofitar l’entorn de xarxa vehicular: una aplicació de generació d’advertència anomenada Messiah que alerta els
conductors de la presència de vehicles d’emergència en les proximitats; una aplicació Advertència de Col·lisió Frontal (ACF) que adverteix els conductors si no
mantenen la distància de seguretat mı́nima entre el vehicle que va davant i el que
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el segueix; i, per últim, una aplicació que té com objectiu ajudar els conductors
amb assistència visual durant l’avançament, anomenat EYES. Totes aquestes aplicacions han sigut desenvolupades per a la plataforma Android, i depenen de la
transmissió de dades entre vehicles. Donat que els vehicles que utilitzem a diari no
admeten la possibilitat de comunicar-se entre sı́, també dissenyem GRCBox, que
és una unitat integrada de baix cost que permet la comunicació de Vechicle a Tot
(V2X).
A partir del nostre estudi d’aplicacions per a dispositius mòbils dissenyats per
a xarxes vehiculars, descobrim que l’ús de telèfons intel·ligents proporciona una
nova direcció per a la investigació relacionada amb SIT i xarxes vehiculars al permetre l’adopció ràpida de les solucions existents, on els usuaris poden descarregar
i utilitzar les aplicacions amb un sol clic a un botó. Però al mateix temps, la portabilitat i la compacitat dels dispositius els fa limitats en termes de velocitat, potència
de processament i precisió del sensor integrat, cosa que afecta al rendiment de les
aplicacions. En el nostre cas, l’aplicació més simple Messiah ha funcionat molt bé.
Mentre que l’aplicació EYES, la qual depèn de les dades del Sistema Global de
Posicionament (GPS) i l’aplicació ACF que requereix l’ús intens del processador i
de la càmera degut a la seua dependència del reconeixement de plaques, s’han vist
afectades per les limitacions de hardware dels telèfons intel·ligents.

English summary
One of the research areas that is receiving a lot of attention recently is autonomous vehicles. Researchers are currently focused on the third level of autonomy out of the five levels, which are: drive assistance, partial automation, conditional automation, high automation, and full automation. Even though rapid
progress is being made in this field, the adoption of these solutions will take time
not only due to legal issues, but also due to the fact that technological improvements face slow endorsement by manufacturers. Also, the slow renewal rate of
vehicles on road hinders the deployment of novel technologies, as is the case of
Vehicular Networks (VNs). Nine years after the introduction of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11p standard for vehicular communication, vehicles used on a daily basis still lack the capability of communicating with one other. This fact impedes the use of the many Intelligent Transportation
System (ITS) safety applications that take advantage of VNs for data exchange.
The obvious way to handle this problem is to use the available technologies at the
disposal of common users to develop solutions that are easily deployable, effortless
to adopt, and moreover, cost effective.
For this reason we shift our attention to smart devices, specially smartphones,
which have come a long way since the first introduction of mobile phones in the
late 20th century. Nowadays, nearly everyone carries one in their pocket anywhere
they go, allowing them to not only make calls, but also to measure and monitor
different parameters with the help of the many on-board sensors that are available
to these compact yet powerful devices. Our objective is to study the effects of integrating smartphones to vehicular networks, to develop ITS safety applications. The
choice of smartphones here is not only justified by their wide availability and use,
but also because they are evolving towards high performance terminals with multicore microprocessors packed with a sufficiently diverse group of sensors. In this
thesis we propose three different ITS safety applications for smartphones, designed
to take advantage of the vehicular network environment: a warning generation application called Messiah that alerts drivers of the presence of emergency vehicles
in close proximity; a Forward Collision Warning (FCW) application which warns
drivers if a minimum safe distance is not maintained between the vehicle ahead
and the one following it; and lastly an application that aims to aid drivers with
visual assistance while overtaking, named EYES. All these applications have been
developed for the Android platform, and are dependent on the data transmission
among vehicles. Since vehicles we use on a day to day basis still do not accommodate the possibility to communicate with one another, we also designed the
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GRCBox, which is a low cost on-board unit that supports Vehicle to Everything
(V2X) communication.
From our study of applications for mobile devices designed for VNs, we found
that the use of smartphones provides a new direction to research related to ITS and
VNs by allowing a quick adoption of the existing solutions, where users are able
to download and use applications just by one click of a button. But at the same
time, the portability and compactness of the devices makes them limited in terms
of speed, processing power, and accuracy of the on-board sensor, thus affecting
the performance of the applications. In our case, the simpler Messiah application
performed very well, while the EYES application that is dependent on Global
Positioning System (GPS) data, and the FCW application which required heavy
processing and use of the camera due to its dependence on plate recognition, were
affected by the hardware limitations of the smartphones.
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Introduction
1.1.

Problem Statement

The number of vehicles worldwide, without taking into consideration off-road
vehicles and heavy construction equipment, crossed the one billion mark in 2010
[7]. It is estimated to reach 2 billion by 2020, with the highest predicted annual
growth rate of 7 to 8 percent shown by China and India. On the contrary, predictions for the United States show a slower growth rate of less than 1 percent, while
the rise in the number of vehicles in Western Europe is expected to remain within
1 to 2 percent.
According to a study [1] conducted by the World Health Organization (WHO)
on road safety involving 180 countries, the number of road traffic deaths was estimated at 1.25 million per year. Furthermore, as depicted in figure 1.1, the report
on road safety by WHO enlisted road traffic injuries as the major cause of deaths
among people aged 15–29 years, in 2012.
Thus, with the ever increasing number of vehicles on-road, accidents on road
may be depicted as one of the leading problems worldwide, causing not only physical and economic losses to the victims, but also affecting the people present near
the site of the casualty directly or indirectly. Occurrences of hazardous collisions
also put a lot of stress on the economy of a country due to the incurred infrastructural damages and treatment costs.
Although vehicle safety standards has received its fair share of attention, resulting in the incorporation of advanced technologies like windshield defrosting
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Figure 1.1: Top ten causes of death among people aged 15–29 years, 2012 [1].

Figure 1.2: Number of road traffic deaths per year, worldwide [1].
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[8] and defogging, Electronic Stability Control (ESC) [9] and child restraint systems [10], apart from the traditional equipments including seat belts and airbags to
improve the safety of the passenger. However, the number of deaths on road due
to traffic accidents are on the rise every year, as can be seen from figure 1.2.
ITS [11] is a promising area which may take the advantage of the advances in
wireless communication, sensor technologies and computation capabilities aiming
to make transport safer, efficient, and more sustainable. VNs [12] is one such communication technology that makes use of different types of networks like cellular,
Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETs) [13] and other networks, to allow Vehicle
to Vehicle (V2V) [14] and Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) [15] communications.
Thus, making use of the information obtained from the surroundings, including traffic and road conditions, exchanging sensor information with other vehicles
or near-by Road Side Units (RSUs), ITS open a new horizon for traffic safety applications. This thesis is based on intelligent applications that aim to make driving
a safer experience for drivers in the context of ITS.

1.2.

Motivation and Objectives

As a result of the improvements seen in the field of electronics and software,
cars too have come across rapid advancement in terms of the assistance they provide to drivers by collecting information from the surroundings and providing important notifications or alerts when required. This helps in avoiding accidents and
making life much easier for drivers. Currently, with the help of the efforts of major manufactures and research organisations, the automobile industry is ready to
take the next big leap towards autonomous driving, where instead of notifying the
drivers, the vehicle itself would react to different situations while in motion. This
would eliminate human factors like judgemental errors, slow reactions and poor
spacial awareness from the equation, hence eradicating some of most important
factors that are responsible for accidents. Although autonomous vehicles are a part
of a promising field of research, but they are still in their early stages, with their
own set of challenges [16], and it may take some time before we find self-driving
cars on the streets.
Slow adoption rates can also be seen affecting various technologies when speaking of intelligent vehicles, the most representative example of which is the inclusion of the IEEE 802.11p standard [17], also known as Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE) standard, which allows V2X communication. Thus,
delayed incorporation of recent technologies by the automobile industry denies
common people the advantages of the different existing ITS applications. The objective of this dissertation is to take advantage of technologies that people make
use on a daily basis to provide a platform for the endorsement of different ITS
safety applications.
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As pointed out, cars that people use on a daily basis remain unable to communicate with one another. So, to facilitate the use of ITS applications that require the
exchange of information between vehicles, we will present GRCBox, a low cost
connectivity device that allows V2X communication. Making use of the GRCBox
for inter-vehicular communication, we designed Messiah, a safety application for
smartphones, that merges location and map based information to alert drivers of
the presence of important administrative vehicles around them. It also shows onscreen, the possible future route of these vehicles. Another important feature of
the Messiah application is that drivers in distress can request other near-by vehicles
for help.
The adoption of smartphones, is not only justified by their wide availability
and use, but also because they are evolving towards high performance terminals
with multi-core microprocessors packed with a wide variety of onboard sensors.
Hence, we make use of the computation power and sensors that people carry in
their pockets on a daily basis for collecting and processing data. This information,
collected from the sensors by the different ITS applications in the context of this
dissertation, is later exchanged using the network of vehicles created with the help
of GRCBox.
We also provide a detailed explanation of a Forward Collision Alert application
that uses image processing techniques to calculate the distance between the two
vehicles and warns drivers on getting too close to the vehicle ahead. Drivers, upon
being alerted, may choose to brake and maintain safe distance from the vehicle in
front. Lastly, we present EYES, an ITS application that is aimed towards providing
visual assistance to drivers while overtaking. It makes use of the camera of the
smartphones of drivers to record a view of the road ahead, and sends it in realtime to the vehicle behind whenever requested for it, using the vehicular network
created using GRCBox. This video is displayed on the screen of the smartphone
of the driver in the car behind. Based on this video aid, a decision whether to
overtake, can be taken. This application is specially useful when the view of the
driver is blocked by the presence of a larger vehicle in front of it.
It can be seen that all the works belonging to this thesis, make use of VNs
and smartphones for the implementation of the different ITS applications, making
it quite clear that our goal here is to study the integration of smartphones with
vehicular networks to develop ITS applications that can reach out to the masses in
a short period of time.

1.3.

Structure of the Thesis

This dissertation is organised in five parts. The contents of each part are described below:
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1. Introduction - The first chapter which includes a brief foreword on ITS, its
applications, the motivation behind choosing this field of research, and the
problems to be addressed in this thesis.
2. Background - Explains some of the most important technologies and standards related to this dissertation, and describes the importance of some of
the works that are closely related to our own.
3. Preliminary contributions - Presents the three preliminary works including
a connecting device used to establish vehicular communications called GRCBox; a smartphone application that alerts drivers of the presence of important vehicles around it, named Messiah; and lastly, a FCW generation
system.
4. EYES: The Video Overtaking Aid - This chapter focuses on an ITS application that aims to provide visual assistance to drivers while overtaking, and
describes the results obtained in the experiments with the developed application.
5. Overall Conclusion - Lists the inferences from the experiments described
in the previous chapters, and details the possible improvements that can be
made to the works presented. This chapter also incorporates the publications
related to this thesis.

2

Background
2.1.

Vehicular Networks & ITS

VNs include all those kinds of networks where one or more nodes are vehicles,
usually equipped with an On-Board Unit (OBU) for connectivity. An OBU is a
small computer acting as a router for forwarding data. Figure 2.1 shows a network
of vehicles where the nodes are able to communicate with one another.
Participating nodes in a vehicular network have significantly distinct characteristics and demands from traditional wireless adhoc network nodes that function
in an infrastructure-less environment. Vehicles, when compared to a typical mobile computing node, have a much higher power reserve because power can be
drawn from a battery which is recharged as the vehicle moves. Also, due to their
larger size and plentiful energy supply, vehicles can adhere to larger storage, heavier computing and greater sensorial needs. They can further be equipped with
powerful transceivers capable of faster data delivery rates. In spite of these advantages, mobility in VNs make it challenging to maintain communication over a
large period of time. However, existing statistics of vehicular motion, for example
the typical trend to travel together, or traffic patterns during peak hours, help in
maintaining connectivity between vehicular groups.
ITS is a technology, application or platform, which without embodying intelligence as such, aims to improve safety, mobility and efficiency of ground transportation systems, making use of sensing, analysis, control, and communication
technologies. ITS includes a wide range of applications that process and share
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Figure 2.1: Communication among vehicles [2].

information, enabling users to be better informed, improve traffic management,
minimise environmental impact, and increase the benefits of transportation to commercial users and the public in general. Thus, we see that ITS and VANETs are
closely related to one another. In this thesis we will design, develop, and evaluate various ITS safety applications for smartphones, since our goal is to study the
effects of integrating smartphones to VNs.

2.1.1.

Communication in Vehicular Networks

In this section we will discuss some of the technologies that are employed by
researchers to make V2V and V2I communications a reality.
2.1.1.1.

DSRC/WAVE

Dedicated Short-Range Communications (DSRC) operates in the 5.9 Ghz range,
and it is a short to medium range communication technology [18], endorsed by
the Standards Committee E17.51. It is a variation of the IEEE 802.11a Medium
Access Control (MAC) for the DSRC link, also known as WAVE [19], when considering vehicular network scenarios. DSRC has two modes of operation, namely
adhoc and infrastructure mode, and supports vehicle speeds up to 120 mph, a
nominal transmission range of 300 m (up to 1000 m), and a default data rate of 6
Mb/sec (up to 27Mb/sec).
The adhoc mode is characterised by distributed multi-hop networking (V2V),
while infrastructure involves a centralised single-hop network (V2I or vehicle-
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gateway). It should be noted here that, depending on the deployment scenarios,
gateways can be connected to one another or to the Internet, and they can be
equipped with computing and storage devices. An example of which is Infostations [20].

Figure 2.2: Layered architecture of the WAVE standard [3].

As shown in figure 2.2, WAVE encompasses two standards, namely the IEEE
802.11p [21] which includes the physical and MAC layer specifications; and the
IEEE 1609 standards [22] for the other higher layers for managing resources (IEEE
1609.1), security (IEEE 1609.2), addressing and routing (IEEE 1609.3), coordination of channels (IEEE 1609.4), management of layers (IEEE 1609.5), and finally
managing application facilities (IEEE 1609.6).
2.1.1.2.

Cellular Networks

Cellular systems have seen rapid evolution as a result of the ever increasing
demand and popularity of mobile networking. The support for data communication began with Second-Generation Wireless Telephone (2G) Systems such as
IS-95 [23] and Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) [24], which
provided a maximum data rate of 9.6 kbps. To provide higher data communication
rates, IS-95 based Code-Division Multiple Access (CDMA) [25], General Packet
Radio Service (GPRS) and Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE) are
used. The data rates for IS-95 based CDMA is below 141 kbps, while the speed of
GPRS and EDGE is under 171 and 384 kbps, respectively. Third-Generation Wireless Telephone (3G) systems support higher data rates, when talking of Universal
Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) or High Speed Downlink Packet Ac-
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cess (HSDPA), achieving speeds of 144 kbps, 384 kbps and 2 Mbps depending on
whether the scenario involves high mobility, low mobility or is stationary. And
CDMA 2000 1xEvDO (Rev. A) [26] provides 3 Mb/sec and 1.8 Mb/sec for down
and up links, respectively. Currently we are in the Fourth-Generation Wireless
Telephone (4G) [27] era, which is defined by the Third Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) and based on a highly flexible Long Term Evolution (LTE) radio
access technology. Systems based on the first release of LTE, 3GPP Release 8 finalised in 2008, is capable of providing downlink and uplink peak rates up to 300
and 75 Mbps, respectively [28]. Slowly we are moving towards Fifth-Generation
Wireless Telephone (5G) [29] technology, which is expected to be deployed soon.
While we have taken a look at the theoretical data rates of different networks,
in practise the average data rate experienced by users is much lower. GSM/EDGE
actually provides less than 128 kbps, and 3G under 512 kbps. Qureshi et al. [30]
studied the behaviour of 3G services (1xEvDO) in the vehicular environment, and
discovered that the average Round-Trip Time (RTT) was quite high, in the order
of 600 ms. They also experienced a small number of disconnections of less that 30
sec during the experiments. Another interesting observation from the experiments
conducted by Qureshi et al. was that the download throughput ranged from 100
to 420 kbps, while the peak upload throughput was less than 140 kbps. Also, no
correlation was found between the velocity of the moving vehicle and the achieved
throughput. Nevertheless, location played a dominant role leading to the variation
in the throughput achieved.

2.1.1.3.

WLAN

In 1996, the IEEE started to create standards for Wireless Local Area Network
(WLAN), which can also support broadband wireless services. The first standard
was out in 1997, and was revised in 1999. Ubiquitous deployment possibilities
make WLAN an attractive method to support broadband wireless services. It has
long been used as a means of Internet access in vehicles, known as Wardriving
[31].
Among the different standards that exists, 802.11b [32] has the lowest speed
with 11 Mbps, while 802.11 a/g [33] provides 54 Mbps and has a transmission
range of about 30 meters. Other standards, like 802.11n [34], 802.11ac [35] and
802.11ad [36], provide about 600 [37], over 6000 [38], and nearly 7000 Mbps
[39], respectively. The newest standard, 802.11ax [40], to be publicly released
sometime in 2019, promises higher speeds of 10000 Mbps [41]. Also, there are
two active IEEE projects, 802.11ay [42] and 802.11az [43], which might deliver
even higher data rates.
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WiMAX/802.16e

Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX), or 802.16e [44],
is an alternative to cable and x-Digital Subscriber Line (xDSL) [45], which aims
at the delivery of wireless broadband access over long distances with speeds of
under 40 Mbps. This allows fulfilling the gap between 3G and WLAN standards,
providing data rate of the order of tens of Mbps, supporting mobility (under 60
km/h) with extensive coverage of about 10 km. Another similar technology, also
based on 802.11e standard, is WiBro [46]. WiBro was developed in Korea, allowing a maximum rate of 6 and 1 Mbps for down and up-links per user. It supports
services including guaranteed Quality of Service (QoS) for delay sensitive applications, including an intermediate QoS level for delay tolerant applications that
requires a minimum guaranteed data rate, and has a range of 1 km for communication purposes.
Han et al. [47] performed some experiments with WiBro in subway scenarios
where the maximum velocity reached up to 90 kmph. Some of the key observations
from the experiments conducted by Han et al. showed that data speeds of 2 and
5.3 Mbps could be achieved for uplink and downlink, on an average. It was further
observed that the average packet delay, which is approximately half the RTT, was
less than 100 msec. The delay experienced by most of the packets was below 200
msec, except when handoffs occur, in such cases the measured delay was over 400
msec.

2.1.2.

Routing in Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks

VANET routing protocols can be classified into three groups: source routing,
geographic routing, and trajectory-based protocols. As the name suggests, in the
source routing protocols, the source node decides the route, which normally includes list of points, nodes or subareas that a message should take to reach its
destination. Geographic routing, on the other hand, does not directly use geographic routing over the graph made of participating nodes and wireless links;
instead, it uses graphs of streets for routing purposes. The third category, called
trajectory-based protocols, takes advantage of the prior knowledge of the route of a
vehicle for packet delivery. Thus, we are going to summarise some of the principal
protocols in each of the groups and their internal sub-classification.
But before moving on to the protocols, let us take a quick look at some of the
works that studied the development of location service protocols, which plays a
huge role when it comes to routing in vehicular networks. The European CarTALK
2000 [48] project is one such work where vehicles announce their position to others
over a limited number of hops, and the update frequency depends on the distance
between the source and a particular vehicle. As the distance between the source
and other vehicles increases, the update frequency is lowered, thus making it less
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effective when the destination is far away from the source. Also, to reduce network
traffic and help intermediate nodes cache locations of other vehicles, position related information is carried within data packets.
FleetNet [49] is German project where two different location services have
been studied, namely the Grid Location Service (GLS) [50] and Reactive Location
Service (RLS) [51]. GLS considers the network area as a grid where all participating nodes report their position to servers, which are also vehicles. The servers
are located in squares of the grid of increasing size, and the number of servers
decreases logarithmically with the distance from the node. When a query is made
for the location of a particular vehicle, using geographic routing, the query is forwarded to the known destination with the closest identifier to the destination. This
process is repeated hop by hop until a server of the destination is reached, which
responds to the query. Experiments show that GLS does not perform well in scenarios involving high mobility and node density [52]. The other approach, which
is known as RLS, is based on flooding to find the destination. Even though the
flooding algorithm incorporates a neighbour elimination scheme to avoid broadcast storms, it still suffers from scalability issues.
V-Grid [53] is an approach that makes use of two complementary location
services, one taking advantage of infrastructures, and the other considering the
ad-hoc nature of the vehicular network. Thus, the position of the vehicles can be
easily acquired when there is access to infrastructure networks, but it also works
when the network is isolated.
2.1.2.1.

Source-Routing-Based Protocols

This group of protocols, also referred to as source routing technique, is useful
when the intermediate hops are locations instead of a particular node.
Geographic Source Routing - Geographical Source Routing (GSR) [54] was
developed when traditional routing protocols like Dynamic Source Routing
(DSR) [55], Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) [56] and Greedy
Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [57] failed to perform in VANETs.
GSR is based on Dijkstra’s algorithm [58] to find the shortest path, and uses
the knowledge of the street map of the area where nodes are deployed. The
list of crossroads is included in the header of the message and transmitted
in a greedy [59] manner to the 1-hop neighbour located closer to the next
crossroad. This method of routing suffers when there is low connectivity
due to few vehicles present. Also, an on-demand location service protocol
is used as a tool by the source to locate the destination. This location service
in turn uses global flooding, which limits the scalability of the protocol. In
terms of performance, it was observed that GSR achieves results similar to
AODV, and it is slightly better than DSR.
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Spatial Aware Routing - The novelty of Spatial Aware Routing (SAR) [60] is
the introduction of a strategy to avoid packet losses when a local maximum
is reached, even though it uses GSR as the base protocol. Upon detecting
the lack of 1-hop neighbours that could forward the packet towards the next
intermediate crossroad included in the source routing header, instead of discarding the packet like in GSR, the protocol tries to find an alternate route.
If the current node is a local maximum, it recomputes the shortest path from
itself to the next point using Dijkstra’s algorithm once again, eliminating the
edge representing the current street. A packet may be further stored while
waiting to find the next hop neighbour, to avoid discarding it. When comparing the performance of SAR with GPSR, it was found that SAR achieves
a better packet reception ratio, and it performs better in networks of high
density as its overhead is independent of network density, but usually the
paths used are much longer in comparison.
A-STAR - Proposed by Seet et al. [61], it is similar to GSR and Terminode
Remote Routing (TRR) [62] where the source using Dijkstra’s algorithm
over the street map determines the trajectory of the message being sent.
The novelty introduced by the authors to this protocol is the use of traffic
density of each street as weight assigned to the edges. This means that
routes with a high probability of message delivery will be used. It also
employs a similar recovery strategy as SAR, being that when using alternate
routes, information regarding current and temporary states of streets where
routing problems exists is also disseminated. This information can be used
by the nodes involved in forwarding data to update the graph, although this
knowledge is discarded over time assuming that information can be outdated
due to the constant changes in the state of the network.
Connectivity-Aware Routing - There exist two major problems in most protocols of this category, that is, the use of geographic routing algorithms over
a graph of nodes instead of a graph of streets, and secondly, the assumption
that nodes on the same street are connected, is not always true. Connectivity Aware Routing (CAR) [63] is a source-routing-based protocol that
applies a greedy scheme called Advanced Greedy Forwarding (AGF) [64]
to progress through the crossroads, trying to solve these issues. Instead of
using the Dijkstra’s algorithm, it uses a preliminary flooding phase based
on the Preferred Group Broadcasting (PGB) [64], to locate the destination.
The response from the destination travels back to the source following the
inverse tree created in the flooding phase. While the message is travelling
towards the source, intermediate nodes may add their location to the message if they are situated close to crossroads. Thus, the source receives a list
of anchor points that may be used as source routing header. A node may
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detect that it is located near a cross-road with the help of the periodic beacons it receives from its neighbours, where the beacon contains the velocity
vector of the sender. Thus, on obtaining beacons from two different 1-hop
neighbours whose velocity vectors are not parallel, it can be assumed that
the node is near a crossing. Even though CAR outperforms GPSR, it suffers
from scalability issues as the protocol is dependent on an initial broadcast.
2.1.2.2.

Geographic-Routing-Based Protocols

The idea behind the protocols discussed under this section is the application
of geographic routing techniques directly over the map of streets to decide the
next direction on reaching a cross road. Note that these protocols do not keep
augmenting the header of the messages, as in case of source routing.
Greedy Perimeter Coordinator Routing - The developers of the Greedy Perimeter Coordinator Routing (GPCR) [65] protocol do not assume the knowledge
of the complete street map of the area, neither do they rely on flooding or
source routing headers, thus achieving a good delivery ratio with a low control overhead. To be able to apply geographic routing directly over the street
graph, GPCR assumes it to be planar with crossroads as vertices, and streets
as edges. Coordinators are nodes located at junctions, and responsible for
routing the packets in a greedy manner towards the junction closer to the
destination, basing the decision on the availability of streets. When routing in perimeter mode, the right-hand rule [66] is applied to determine the
next junction. On the contrary, a normal node only forwards packets to the
next farthest neighbour along the same street towards the next junction. To
determine the role of a node as either normal or coordinator, there are two
approaches, the first one where a coordinator node must have two 2-hop
neighbours which are within the communication range of one another, but
not present in each other’s list of neighbours. This approach leads to confusion when vehicles are located on a curve. The second approach involves
a statistical method for determining whether a node is located at a junction,
to be able to act as a coordinator. Finally, the coordinators advertise their
presence to others by making use of beacons which include their role and
location information.
VADD - Presented in [67], the Vehicle-Assisted Data Delivery (VADD) tries
to address problems caused by high mobility and low connectivity in vehicular networks. The authors proposed a mathematical formula to estimate the
transmission speed of each street segment taking into consideration factors
like traffic density, speed limit, and mean vehicle speed. Using this formula,
a node located near a crossroad may decide whether to continue carrying it
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or forward it to another node. Once a decision has been reached so as which
street to take, the next challenge is to choose the next relay.
For selecting the next node, different strategies exist, one of them is selecting
the node closest to the next intersection. This method can lead to the creation
of cycles when the selected node is moving away from the destination; this
may avoided up to n nodes by adding the previous n hop information in the
header. Another strategy which does not produce cycles, but inefficient in
terms of number of hops or end-to-end delay of the paths, involves selecting
the node whose movement is aligned to the relative position of the current
next intersection selected. The last approach is a multipath one where more
than one next relay is chosen. Although it has better delivery ratio and endto-end delay, the overall network traffic overhead is high.
VADD also uses a store-and-forward approach to compensate for the unstable nature of the vehicular network. Thus, when a node carrying a packet is
travelling towards the intersection that the packet has to reach next, it is forwarded using geographical greedy routing if there is a neighbour available,
otherwise the current packet carrier continues to carry it. Similarly, if the
packet carrier is travelling away from the target intersection, it holds on to
the packet until it comes across a vehicle travelling in the opposite direction.
2.1.2.3.

Trajectory-Based Protocols

Most vehicles today are equipped with navigation systems that make use of
GPS [68] to determine their position on street level maps. These devices sometimes have the capability to connect to the internet on the move for periodic updates of useful information such as weather, location of places like restaurants and
gas stations, density of traffic and road conditions. These kinds of information can
be useful for routing purposes. For example, prior knowledge of the route that
a vehicle is going to follow may come in handy in the process of taking routing
decisions. Next, we take a look at some of the most important protocols based on
this concept.
Trajectory-Based Forwarding - Introduced by Niculescu et al. [69], the
first protocol to take advantage of predefined trajectory information to guide
routing decisions was Trajectory-Based Forwarding (TBF). The idea behind
this approach is to determine and include in the message header, a parametric equation for an imaginary trajectory that should be followed to reach
the destination. For routing a packet, the next relay neighbour has to be a
point on the curve ahead of the last one, and it is randomly chosen among:
the neighbour closest to the curve on a straight line, the node whose closest
point on the curve results in the greatest advance along the curve, and the
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neighbour closer to the centroid of the candidate neighbours. Also, choosing a neighbour whose trajectory fits the best with the imaginary curve is a
method employed when nodes are not stationary, and it is possible to collect
the direction and speed information of the neighbours.

Opportunistic Geographical Routing - In 2007, Leontiadis et al. [70] proposed an opportunistic forwarding approach for VANETs that assumes that
nodes have prior knowledge of their route along the map which they exchange with each other using beacons, and that the position of the destination is already known to the source. Routing in Geographical Opportunistic
Routing for Vehicular Networks (GeOpps) is based on a simple forwarding
strategy, and it is dependent on the expected trajectory of the neighbours.
Thus, packets are forwarded to a neighbour whose trajectory would take
them closer to the destination than the current node; this way, the packets
move closer and closer to the destination, and eventually are delivered. But
since the nodes have the route and speed information of the neighbours,
more sophisticated methods of delivery can be used by this protocol where
the next hop may be chosen based on the minimum estimated delivery time,
which in turn is the sum of the estimated time to reach the nearest point and
the estimated time from there to the destination. However, cases might arise
where packets fail to reach the destination, due to the fact that sometimes
the route is not close enough to the destination to allow direct transmission,
or no other neighbour is able to carry the packet closer to the destination.

2.2.

Vehicular Network Applications

Applications developed for vehicular networks exploit data collected from vehicles, and may make use of infrastructure, aiming to improve safety, better manage traffic, and also provide comfort and entertainment. Here we have categorised
applications into three groups: safety-related, emerging, and smartphone-based.
Safety-related applications are the ones that alert drivers when there is a high probability of accident occurrence. This category also includes some applications that
are autonomous in nature, like adaptive cruise control. In the section emerging applications, we have further sub-classified applications into data source, data consumer, and data producer/consumer applications depending on how they manage
data. Lastly, since this thesis is focused on ITS safety applications for smartphones, we describe some existing applications in the literature that were aimed at
smartphones.
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Safety-Related Applications

Many safety applications that we come across do not involve communication
between vehicles. In such a case, data is not shared with nearby vehicles, and
hence, their capabilities are limited. An example of such an application is a parking
sensor, which is a type of proximity sensor that alerts drivers of nearby obstacles.
According to some authors [4], the incorporation of communication would enable
the use of a wide variety of applications, which can be classified as follows:
1. Vehicle diagnostics and maintenance.
2. Intersection collision avoidance.
3. Public safety.
4. Sign extension.
5. Vehicle cooperation.
Next, we will take a detailed look at each of the above mentioned categories.
2.2.1.1.

Vehicle diagnostics and maintenance

The applications that fall under this category are Safety recall notice and Justin-time repair notification. These applications provide vehicle owners with reminders related to safety defects and maintenance schedules of their automobiles,
and generally involve V2I communication. In case of the United States, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) [71] is the agency that is
in charge of issuing recall information about vehicles. This information is based
on violation of the federal motor vehicle safety standards or safety-related defects
associated with vehicle equipment, seats, tires, and so on. Safety recall notice, as
the name suggests, relies on V2I communication to caution drivers when a recall
is issued for their automobile. In case of Just-in-time repair notification, the invehicle system initiates the communication with the infrastructure upon detecting
problems related to the vehicle. The message is forwarded to the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) technical support centres, where the issue is analysed
and instructions are sent to drivers, suggesting the best way to deal with such a
problem.
2.2.1.2.

Intersection collision avoidance

This type of safety application also involves V2I communication. Here, sensors are used at intersections to collect information about the activities of nearby
vehicles. The data collected is processed and analysed for possible accidents; upon
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the detection of unsafe conditions, a warning message is sent to vehicles present
in the area.
Many situations may cause the generation of such a warning message:
Traffic signal violation - An analysis is made to detect whether the vehicle is
about to run the traffic signal. A message is sent to such a vehicle depending
on its speed, position, status of the traffic signal, schedule of the signal,
and other parameters like road and weather conditions. A more detailed
description of the application can be found in [72].
Turn assistant - On a road with right hand traffic, taking a left turn is more
difficult, and vice versa. Thus, with the help of special sensors, or DSRC
[73] radios at signalised intersections, information about vehicles coming
from the opposite direction is gathered. Later, this information is passed on
to vehicles with the left turn signal on.
Blind Merge Warning - This system aims to help drivers to avoid accidents
when approaching a merge point. If the risk of a merge is high, and there is
a possibility of collision, all vehicles that might be involved or affected are
warned.
Pedestrian Crossing - Sensors located on sidewalks that are able to detect
pedestrian movement are used by this system. Also, information from intersections equipped with “walk” buttons used by pedestrians to request a green
light to cross the street, can be put to use to alert drivers when a pedestrian
is attempting to cross the road.
2.2.1.3.

Public safety

Public safety applications are designed to assist emergency teams to provide
better services by minimising the travel time to the site of an accident, and also
aims to help drivers when in need of aid. Some of the popular public safety applications are listed below, and they might make use of either V2V or V2I, or both
types of communications:
SOS services - Uses both V2V and V2I communications for sending messages. This system is basically intended to call for help automatically when
the driver is in a life-threatening situation. Vehicles involved in accidents
autonomously detect the occurrence of such events, and send out SOS messages. Sometimes this operation may be initiated by drivers manually when
no damage has been done to the vehicle, but still assistance is required. If the
vehicle is within the range of the infrastructure, messages are sent directly
to ask for help, otherwise nearby vehicles are contacted and the message is
eventually relayed to the infrastructure.
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Post-crash warning - This type of systems are designed to avoid secondary
collisions when an accident has already taken place, or when a vehicle is
immobilised for some other reason. The vehicle that is not in motion due to
technical problems or accident, warns other nearby vehicles about its situation. Systems of this kind come in handy when visibility is poor. Since both
V2V and V2I are taken advantage of in this case, warning messages containing the vehicle’s location, heading, and status are shared with the nearby
infrastructure, as well as with other vehicles. When other vehicles receive
a post-crash warning message, their location and direction will determine
the importance of the message based on which the driver of the vehicle is
warned.
Approaching emergency vehicle - Lives may be saved if the response time
of emergency vehicles can be reduced. The approaching emergency vehicle
warning system is designed to help reduce the travel time of paramedics,
fire brigades and police personnel by having the roads clear. The emergency
vehicle sends messages to nearby vehicles that it comes across, notifying
them to leave passage. The message may contain the location of the emergency vehicle, lane information, speed, and intended route. Here only V2V
communication is used.
Signal preemption - The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) [74] defines preemption as interruption of normal signal operations to transfer right
of way to the direction of an approaching emergency vehicle, although a
green indication is not always guaranteed immediately after preemption is
requested. This system works by having the infrastructure at each intersection collecting data from messages that are sent by emergency vehicles.
2.2.1.4.

Sign extension

The objective of applications under this category is to keep the drivers informed about different road conditions and other signs that we commonly find
while driving. The importance of these applications lies in the fact that, sometimes, drivers tend to miss out road signs due to distractions, while signs may also
be missing at times. These applications notify drivers of all types of signs on the
road, as well as structures such as bridges present in the area.
Examples include alerting drivers while moving through specific regions like
zones under construction, school areas, near hospitals, or animal crossing zones.
Typically, RSUs are located at sites where the drivers need to be warned. Similarly, a curve speed warning system, with help of RSUs and V2I communication,
informs vehicles of approaching curves, and other relevant information related to
its location, curve speed limit, curvature, and road surface conditions. On receipt
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of such a message, the vehicle processes the data received, and if the driver is driving over the speed limit, an alert is generated. Another example of sign extension
is a wrong-way driving warning system, which alerts drivers when the vehicle is
driven against the direction of traffic. Sometimes areas with low clearance pose
a threat to both driver and passengers within a vehicle. These applications inform drivers about the clearance height, when a vehicle approaches zones with
low clearance like parking structures, tunnels or areas with low bridges. The invehicle system receives these messages, and if the clearance height is insufficient,
the driver will be notified.
2.2.1.5.

Vehicle cooperation

Cooperation among vehicles in the form of information exchange using shortrange communication between a host vehicle and other nearby vehicles can lead
to the development of different applications:
Visibility Enhancer - Solutions designed to enhance poor visibility situations, such as extreme weather conditions including heavy rain, fog, snow
storms, and so on. They may combine imaging systems (cameras, sensor arrays, special optics), special illumination systems (LEDs and pulsed lasers),
image enhancement through image and data processing techniques, and in
some cases, augmented reality displays for this purpose. Through the exchange of data collected among vehicles in a given area, an enhanced view
can be presented to the driver.
Road Condition Warning - This solution informs the driver and other vehicles around about the condition of the road; this is based on the use of
special sensors that collect data about road conditions and vehicle stability.
The collected data is processed by the system within the vehicles, and the
driver is presented with the results obtained. The result, for instance, could
be advising the driver on the analysed maximum safe speed limit, which can
also be shared with near-by vehicles.
Emergency Electronic Brake Lights (EEBL) - The main idea behind this application is to alert drivers when a preceding vehicle performs severe braking. Developed in March 2006, it is considered the first application that
used V2V communication. It is a OEM funded project by BMW, Daimler
Chrysler, Ford, GM, Nissan, and Toyota. Usually, real tail lights are used
to indicate the drivers behind that the vehicle ahead is decelerating. However, bad weather conditions can lead to poor visibility, and drivers in that
case would not be able to see the rear tail lights until they are too close;
this problem led to the development of EEBL [72]. Figure 2.3 shows a sce-
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Figure 2.3: Scenario where EEBL might come in handy [4].

nario where vehicle A is braking, and this information is transmitted to the
vehicles following it.
Lane Change Warning - The system, in this case, analyses all relevant information like speed, direction, and position of surrounding vehicles when the
driver signals for a lane change, to determine if the gap between vehicles is
safe enough to make the lane change. If the gap is not sufficient, the system
will warn the driver about the risk of the lane change, thus helping to avoid
a crash [72].
Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control - An improvement over Adaptive Cruise
Control (ACC), makes driving safer by controlling the speed of the vehicle
based on the velocity of the other vehicles around. Messages exchanged by
the application using V2V communication may include information like the
position, velocity, acceleration, heading, and yaw-rate. V2I communication
may be maintained to further improve performance by gathering information regarding low speed limit zones to maintain speeds below the advisable
limit.
Pre-crash Sensing - Also described in [72], it makes use of sensors present in
the vehicles not only to predict the occurrence of an accident, but also to estimate the probable harshness of the accident that is about to happen. Along
with information from sensors, the system can take advantage of V2V communications to obtain further information from other vehicles that might get
involved in such an accident. Systems such as this can be used to take actions
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or precautions even before the accident has occurred to reduce damages that
could have been caused without it. Examples include the tightening of seat
belts before impact.

2.2.2.

Emerging Vehicular Applications

The prime motivation behind applications using V2V or V2I communication
has been safe navigation. However, vehicular networks provide a promising platform for a much broader range of applications given that there is significant demand for more reliability, safety and entertainment in automobiles. This has led to
the development of many emerging applications spanning from office-on-wheels,
to crime investigation, civic defence, or even mobile gaming.
Some of these applications require internet access for functions like email access or file download while in motion, while, others involve discovering local services while in a particular neighbourhood. Examples include accessing offers from
different locals, restaurant menus, and movie schedules from theatres. A couple of
other applications may require interaction among vehicles for interactive gaming.
To be able to provide all the advanced functionalities to users, the applications perform operations such as maintenance of distributed indices, temporary storage of
shareable content, and epidemic distribution of information. Hence, applications
in this section, will be classified according to the role of the vehicle in managing
data, that is, whether it is acting as a data source, consumer, both, or intermediary.
Vehicular sensor networks is a term used to describe a network where cars are
used as a data source to monitor urban environments, and for mobile data gathering
[75, 76, 77, 78]. Each vehicle is used to sense data, process the sensed data, and
forward this data or related notifications to other vehicles. An example would be to
use cameras to capture images of accidents that have occurred, identify the plates
of the vehicles involved, and send this information along with the location of the
incident to local authorities. Applications of these types require a fast communication rate, persistent and reliable storage of data for later retrieval, and sophisticated
networking protocols to efficiently locate and retrieve data of interest.
The next category comprises of applications that are consumers of content,
supporting high-fidelity data retrieval and playback. While on a trip, each vehicle
is an audience to large quantities of data including locality aware or map-based
information, and different types of content for entertainment [79, 80, 81], requiring
high throughput network connectivity and fast access to data.
In the third group of compelling applications, vehicles act as both producers
and consumers of content. Emergency neighbour alerts (e.g. malfunctioning of
brakes), traffic congestion monitoring, and accident reporting are some examples
[82, 83, 84] of this category of applications. Finally, it is to be noted here that the
above mentioned applications depend on intermediary nodes for temporary storage
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or caching of data and forwarding information, thus requiring reliable storage,
efficient routing, and accurate location information.
2.2.2.1.

Data Source

Vehicular Networks are being increasingly put into use for urban monitoring
using sensors, and for sharing or retrieval of data. Here we will concentrate on
applications that aim to sense and collect data for later use. MobEyes [75, 76] is
one such application that falls under the category of data source. This application
acts as a middleware, which proactively monitors events on road, locally stores
sensor data, and later process the data before forwarding it to the relevant destination. MobEyes may be used to provide aid to law enforcement by helping locate
target vehicles, also collecting their trajectory information by making use of plate
recognition in the process. Applications of this type requires the collection, storage and retrieval of massive amounts of data since filtering is usually impossible
due to the fact that it is unknown beforehand which part of it would be relevant
for future investigation. Thus, to reduce network usage, metadata is generated by
sensing nodes from the sensed data, which is disseminated over the network so
that vehicles interested in the actual data can query for it.
Another sensing platform known as CarTel [77] is based on an intermittently
connected database and a web portal where users submit their queries. The database
connects to VNs, and it is responsible for dispatching queries to vehicles when
they are in the proximity of open access points. Pothole Patrol (P 2 ) [78] is a
system to access the road surface condition, and it was proposed by Eriksson et
al. It uses data gathered opportunistically by analysing vibrations and combining
the collected information with GPS data, to map the points where road conditions
are below acceptable conditions. Similarly, Yoon et al. [85], using GPS traces
collected from vehicles, proposed a method to access traffic conditions.
VNs can also be coupled with sensor networks forming an opportunistic mobile sensing platform, leading to the development of a wealth of applications. An
example is ZebraNet [86], which is used for wildlife tracking. ZebraNet was put
to use by the Mpala Research Center in Kenya by equipping zebras with collars
housing biometric sensors, GPS, and a wireless transceiver. The collars, equipped
with sensors, collect data which is opportunistically exchanged with each other;
this way, the data is routed to the base station which may be located in a ranger’s
truck. Urbanet [87] combines different types of networks to create rich, open sensing environments where people, municipalities, and community organisations can
share their resources to give mobile users real-time access to sensed data. Urbanet
can be used to warn drivers of various incidents on road like traffic congestion,
weather conditions, help look for vacant parking spots and suggest routes. Similarly, Eisenman et al. [88] proposed MetroSense, a three-tier architecture consisting of Mobile Sensors (MSs), stationary Sensor Access Points (SAPs), and online
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servers for storing or processing of sensed data. The MSs move around in the field,
delegating tasks and muling [89] data to SAPs, which in turn acts as gateways to
internet where the data servers are located.
2.2.2.2.

Data Consumer

Content distribution to nodes in VNs may be required for different reasons like
entertainment, other types of application data, and updates/patches for already installed software. SPAWN [79], developed by Nandan el al., is an example of a
data consumer application which is a BitTorrent-like [90] file swarming protocol
for VANETs. The shared file is given a unique id, divided into pieces, and uploaded to a server connected to the internet. Unique sequence numbers are also
generated for each piece of the original file. Users passing by access points connected to the internet, download these pieces and later cooperatively exchange the
missing pieces. Similarly, Lee et al. [91] proposed CarTorrent, which uses a simpler form of gossiping for peer discovery since a centralised server cannot be used
as in traditional BitTorrent. CarTorrent uses a type of k-hop limited probabilistic
gossiping employing a crosslayer approach where route discovery of underlying
on-demand protocols plays an important role, and for a piece or peer selection,
closest-rarest first approach is adopted. Also, BitTorrent protocols suffer from a
coupon collection problem, since acquiring a new piece takes progressively longer
as a node collects more pieces. To mitigate this problem, CodeTorrent [92], a
solution based on network coding for content distribution was suggested.
Most internet-based business models depend heavily on advertisements for
revenue. Thus, vehicles with wireless communication capabilities become a lucrative target for this kind of companies. AdTorrent [80] by Nandan et al. is an
extension of physical billboards, which by making use of digital billboards or Ad
Stations, delivers location-sensitive commercial advertisements to vehicles. Business owners located close to the billboards can subscribe to digital billboards, with
options to disseminate text or multimedia-based advertisements. Examples include
trailers of movies currently playing in a theatre nearby, or virtual tours of hotels
within a given radius. AdTorrent also lets users receive advertisements according
to their interest, putting into use a location-aware distributed mechanism to search,
rank, and deliver relevant advertisements.
2.2.2.3.

Data Producer/Consumer

An example of applications that are both producers and consumers of content is the Vehicle-to-Vehicle Live Video (V3) Streaming Architecture [84], which
allows location-aware video streaming from a remote region of interest. V3 is
illustrated in figure 2.4, and it comprises of a video triggering and transmission
subsystem, requiring vehicles to be equipped with on-board computing capabili-
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Figure 2.4: Working of the V3 architecture [5].

ties, wireless communication devices, GPS, and some of the vehicles need to have
cameras with sufficient space for recording, storage or buffering videos. The video
triggering subsystem is responsible for forwarding video request messages to the
destination region, while the video transmission subsystem is responsible for sending video data back to the receiver. Park et al. [93] proposed an emergency video
streaming protocol based on network coding, which pushes urgent video streams
regarding situations such as accidents, natural disasters, or other abnormal situations to warn drivers. To provide reliable and robust video streaming, [93] uses
random linear network coding. On the other hand, Qureshi el al. proposed Tavarua
[30], a 3G-based real-time multimedia communication subsystem aimed at mobile
telemedicine applications. Tavarua has three main components, namely Tribe, responsible for low level connection with network interfaces; Horde, which provides
services like congestion control and network striping; and lastly, a video services
subsystem.
Communication among vehicles can also be used for creating a virtual marketplace where users may sell or buy stuff from others at close proximity. This idea
was presented by Lee et al. in their work entitled FleaNet [83]. It does not require
any infrastructure support to function, making use of the adhoc grid for communication to find common interests, potentially leading to transactions. Vehicles, as
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well as static roadside Advertisement Stations (or Adstations), generate and propagate queries, and a driver who received the advertisement could place an order.
Vehicular networks are also useful for various on-demand location-aware services
such as roadside service directories (e.g., location/menu of a local restaurant), and
alerting drivers of different traffic conditions like congestion, traffic flow rates and
accidents. This is the function of Vehicular Information Transfer Protocol (VITP)
[94], which is a stateless communication protocol that specifies the syntax and
semantics of messages carrying location-sensitive queries, or the replies between
the nodes. VITP also allows nodes to aggregate information and report the summarised result to the requester.
Exchanging traffic-related information is most common use of VNs. Rybicki
et al. [95] designed a distributed Traffic Information System (TIS) that allows
vehicles to exchange information related to current traffic status. The developers
suggested the use of infrastructure-based mobile wireless access methods such as
3G, GPRS, and WiMAX for better performance since VANETs are still not widely
used. Another related application is RoadSpeak [96] presented by Smaldon et al.
RoadSpeak is a framework for creating virtual mobile communities, also know as
Vehicular Social Networks (VSNs), and it allows commuters to communicate with
one another using audio messages on different Voice Chat Groups (VCGs). For
this purpose, centralised servers are used, and clients connect to the infrastructure
that allows connections to the Internet for downloading the required software, and
for the account creation purposes. The creation of the account is important for
the generation of the asymmetric key pair, and registration of the public key with
the server. Now, the user can choose to join a group and send a request to the
group admission manager, who validates the request and sends the group key for
future communications. TrafficView [82] is a framework that gathers and disseminates information about the vehicles on road using flooding techniques, providing
real-time road-traffic information such as location and speed of vehicles to drivers,
thus assisting drivers in situations such as foggy weather, or helping them to find
an optimal route during a trip. Since TrafficView uses flooding, data aggregation
and fusion based on distance from the source is used to alleviate broadcast storms.
Gradinescu et al. [97] showed that adaptive traffic lights based on short-range
communication among vehicles and wireless controllers installed in an intersection that determines the optimum values for the traffic light phases, can help to
reduce vehicle waiting time, fuel usage and emissions. The authors also argued
that this architecture based on communication has more benefits compared to sensors or camera-based adaptive systems. Another application that takes advantage
of VANETs is EZCab [98] by Zhou et al., a real-life ubiquitous computing application for discovering and booking cabs in cities using V2V communications.
The EZCab application, which works in a decentralised fashion, is easy to deploy,
cost effective, and very scalable. The client using the EZCab application sends
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a BookSM packet to find cabs nearby using flooding or probabilistic forwarding,
to which available cabs reply using ReportSM packets. On receiving replies from
the cabs, the client may choose one and make a reservation using the ConfirmSM
message. Similarly, Huang et al. [99] investigated the financial and technical feasibility of a taxi dispatching application using a realistic mobility and propagation
model drawn from real world data.
Lastly, wireless and mobile online gaming is one of the emerging application
areas that is growing in importance as wireless networking technology becomes
ubiquitous in mobile platforms. At the same time, vehicular entertainment systems
are gaining popularity, as a result of which millions of TV/DVD systems are sold
every year. Thus, it is only natural that the convergence of VANETs and entertainment will bring online passenger gaming to reality taking advantage of wireless
P2P communications. Although internet connectivity through infrastructure or 3G
services may also be used for running this application, still infrastructures cannot
guarantee the desired quality of service, and 3G connectivity incurs an usage fee.
Communication of game data requires high bandwidth and low latency, and is the
major challenge of gaming in VANETs [100].

2.2.3.

Smartphone-based Applications

Both academia and industry have shown very keen interest in ITS solutions
that rely on mobile devices, resulting in many innovative applications. We are
going to describe some of these interesting works that are closely related to our
own, specially concentrating on solutions that are based on smartphones.
One of the first works involving smartphones was published in 2009 by Whipple et al. [101], who developed a safety application that collected the location and
speed information using the GPS of the mobile devices; then, using the Google
Maps API, they looked up for nearby schools, and alerted the drivers if they drove
at a high speed near these school areas.
Two years later, an Android/OSGi-based vehicular network management system was designed by Chen et al. [102]. In the same year, Yang et al. [103]
proposed an application that uses the location, moving direction and velocity of
the vehicles obtained using the onboard GPS. This information is periodically exchanged between vehicles, and warnings are issued if the probability of collision is
high. An Android-based application that detects accidents through the On Board
Diagnostics (OBD-II) [104] interface to inform predefined contacts was shown in
the work of Zaldivar et al. [105]. CarbonRecorder [106] is another application that
can be used to detect the daily carbon emission of vehicles.
The year 2012 saw a lot of development in the field of ITS applications, and
one of the applications developed during this period that is worth mentioning is
DriveAssist [107] by Diewald et al. DriveAssist provides users with an overview
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of nearby traffic, triggering warning messages for certain traffic incidents. SMaRTCaR [108] is a platform also developed during the same period that integrates
smartphones and provides support to traffic management applications. Another application that makes use of the OBD-II standard to extract safety and environmentrelated information was proposed by Wideberg et al. [109]. The See-Through
System [110], by Gomes et al., aims at improving the visibility of the drivers using augmented reality components. The developers of SignalGuru [111] predicts
the schedule of traffic signals by leveraging collaborative sensing on windshieldmount smartphones.
Later, in 2013, the CarSafe App [112] was introduced by You et al., which
is another driver safety app for Android phones that alerts drivers when detecting dangerous driving conditions and driver behaviour. It makes use of computer
vision and machine learning algorithms on the images from front and back cameras of smartphones to monitor and detect whether the driver is tired or distracted,
while simultaneously keeping track of the road conditions. Another interesting application was proposed by Meseguer et al. [113], which incorporates data mining
techniques and neural networks, to analyse and generate a classification of driving
styles using the data from the OBD-II interface, assisting drivers to correct the bad
habits in their driving behaviour, and also providing tips to improve fuel efficiency.
Other applications available online for download are Waze [114], Torque [115],
and iOnRoad [116]. Waze is a well known community-based traffic and navigation application where users share important traffic information on the go. Torque
is an Android application that uses the data from the OBD-II connector to monitor
different parameters in real-time. The application iOnRoad, on the other hand, provides driving assistance functions including augmented driving, collision warning
and, “black-box” like video recording.
Encouraged by the findings from the aforementioned works, we decided to
develop solutions that rely on smartphones to achieve rapid acceptance, studying
the integration of smartphones with vehicular networks.

3

Preliminary Contributions
3.1.

V2X Communication in Europe

Intervehicular communication was made possible with the recent development
and widespread adoption of wireless communication technologies, thus making
many proposed ITS applications a reality. The organisation responsible for standards related to the field of the telecommunication industry in Europe is the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) [117]. It is a part of the European Standards Organisation (ESO), and well known for its GSM, and Telecommunication and Internet Converged Services and Protocols for Advanced Networks (TISPAN) standards. ETSI is a non-profit entity comprising of members
pertaining to academia, private companies, research and public organisations. The
working groups that are a part of its technical committee for ITS are focused on application requirements, architecture and cross-layer issues, transport and network,
media and its related issues, and security. Another important non-profit organisation is the European Committee for Standardization (CEN), which established the
technical committee TC 278 [118] in 1991 for Road Transport and Traffic Telematics (RTTT). The CEN/TC 278 is organised into the following work groups: electronic fee collection, freight and fleet management, public transport, traffic and
traveller information, traffic control, geographic data files, road databases, DSRC,
human-machine interface, automatic vehicle and equipment identification, architecture, recovery of stolen vehicles, and eSafety.
Similarly, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) TC 204
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[119] which covers basically system and infrastructural aspects of various types
of transport, started functioning in 1993. The ISO TC 204 working group that is
focused on wide area communications, protocols and interfaces, is responsible for
defining a communication system with support for multiple wireless technologies
like GSM, 3G, infrared, DSRC, 5.9 GHz ITS, etc; use of plug and play like interfaces; dynamic selection of the optimal interface for use during a session; support
for advanced protocols like IPv6 [120] and other extensions for mobility. This
framework for a communication system has been named Communication Access
for Land Mobiles (CALM). Other working groups that are a part of ISO TC 204
are dedicated to architecture; database; automatic vehicle and equipment identification; guidance and navigation; fee and toll collection; fleet management and
commercial freight; public transport and emergency; information, management
and control; traveller information systems; warning and control; DSRC for Telephone Interview for Cognitive Status (TICS) applications; and nomadic devices.
Formed in 2002 for creating an open industry standard aiming to achieve interoperability and harmony among the existing standards of V2X communication specially focusing on road safety and traffic efficiency, a consortium of vehicle manufacturers with the help of equipment suppliers, research organisations
and other partners in Europe formed the Car-to-Car Communication Consortium
(C2C-CC) [2]. C2C-CC consists of six working groups: the first is dedicated to
investigating the technical issues of V2X at physical and MAC layers, the networking group focuses on algorithms and protocols for data networking and transport,
the third group defines the architecture of the protocols and the system for V2X
communication, the application working group specifies the necessary protocols
and application requirements as suggested by its name, while the security working
group studies the different security issues related to key management and routing
protocols, finally the last group is devoted to standardising issues like frequency
allocation for communication, and it is responsible for interacting with various
standardising bodies.
An open and pragmatic organisation that developed a bulk of the protocols on
which Internet users depend, is the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). The
work of the IETF, which is strongly based on the publication of a draft specification, its review, testing and later re-publication, has contributed strongly towards
achieving interoperability. A work that is worth mentioning in this context, and
which was a result of the efforts by this group, is the Network Mobility Basic
Support (NEMO BS) protocol. This protocol is an extension of Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) [121] for an entire moving network, and it has been used in
many automotive research projects like InternetCar [122, 123] developed in Japan;
the OverDRiVE [124], the follow up of an EU project called Dynamic Radio for
IP Services in Vehicular Environments (DRiVE) [125]; and Cooperative VehicleInfrastructure Systems (CVIS) [126]. NEMO BS consist of an entity called the
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mobile router, which is responsible for handling the mobility related issues by updating a binding at a fixed node in the infrastructure network, sometimes known
as a home agent. This home agent assures the continuation of a session and data
reachability by forwarding packets from the Internet to the current location of the
destination.
Thus we see the active participation of the different standardisation bodies and
the result of their investigation towards making vehicular communication a reality.
In spite of all the hard work, vehicles that end users tend to operate on a daily
basis still lacks the capability to communicate among themselves. Hence, people
are unable to take advantage of the wide variety of safety and entertainment related applications that VNs support. Aiming to resolve this issue, and to develop
safety-related ITS application, we developed the GRCBox, a low cost connectivity device for vehicles that allows plug-and-play installation of wireless interfaces,
thus supporting both V2V as well as V2I-based communication.

3.1.1.

Contribution I: GRCBox

Advanced features in vehicles are normally first introduced in the high end
models, thus the same is expected to occur with networking capabilities based on
the IEEE 802.11p standard. This will slow down the deployment of ITS applications, as high end vehicles are not so common due to heavy initial and later
maintenance costs. Also, the renovation rate of vehicles is quite sluggish as people
generally tend to make use of their vehicles as long as possible until a change is
absolutely necessary. In such a case, On-Board Units (OBUs) [127] are an option,
but these devices are not designed to be updated, hence rendering them obsolete
after a few years.
Recently, there has been a lot of interest to integrate smartphones and OBUs
owing to the importance, popularity and versatility of these mobile gadgets. Examples of such projects are Mirrorlink [128], Android Auto [129] by Google [130]
and CarPlay [131] for iOS devices. Most user actions supported by these projects
are voice activated, thus minimising distractions while driving. However, none
of these solutions take advantage of the communication capabilities of the smartphones forming a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network due to their software limitation, and
closed design which does not allow adding new networking interfaces. This is
one of the biggest reasons behind the limited use of smartphones in ITS. Here,
we will present GRCBox, a cost effective solution that aims to help users enjoy
sophisticated ITS solutions by making the use of smartphones, thus enabling us to
study the effect of integrating smartphones to vehicular networks. GRCBox, being
a hardware module that houses multiple interfaces for communications including
cellular, wifi, and adhoc, provides many networks for applications to choose from.
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Architecture

The GRCBox architecture consists of a hardware and software module. The
physical device is to be placed within the vehicle, and mobile devices of users in
the car can connect to it. Also, since the GRCBox has multiple interfaces, it lets
applications decide which interface is to be used for the sending and receiving of
data by making use of the software library based on a remote API.

Figure 3.1: The idea behind the GRCBox.

Figure 3.1 explains the use of the GRCBox. Here, in this example, users may
prefer a stable connection and opt for 3G or LTE services, or wifi, which can be
used to connect to open access points for high throughput data transfer; also, there
exists the option of adhoc communications that is independent of infrastructure
support, providing a direct link between vehicles.
Components of the Hardware Module As we can see in figure 3.2, the GRCBox hardware module, which is allocated inside the vehicle, consists of an optional battery power source since energy can be drawn from the vehicle itself, a
controller for processing tasks, an Universal Serial Bus (USB) hub for connecting
the network interfaces, and at least two wireless network interfaces. At least two
separate network interfaces should be present, as smartphones are able to only connect to wireless access points without being tampered with or rooted. Thus, one
of the interfaces (inner interface) is configured to work as an access point so that
mobile devices are able to connect to the hardware module, and the other interface
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Figure 3.2: The GRCBox.

(outer interface) is the one used to forward or receive application data to and from
the outside world.
The software support that comes with the hardware is responsible for delivering discovery services, routing packets and performing header modifications, act
as multicast and broadcast proxy, monitoring the network interfaces, and fulfilling
the core services of the GRCBox. Let us take a look at each of these functionalities
in detail:
Discovery service - Allows clients to detect the presence of the GRCBox
and connect to it without making it obligatory for the clients to have any
previous knowledge of the GRCBox and the features it supports.
Routing and header modification - This service receives packets using the inner interface of the GRCBox that the user application or device connects to,
and forwards the data received to the relevant outer interface as per the connection rules defined by the application itself. For routing purposes, packet
headers are also modified whenever required. The same process takes place
when data is received by one of the outer interfaces, and must be forwarded
to the inner interface.
Multicast and broadcast proxy - The module responsible for routing is only
able to work with unicast packets; hence, a service that can handle both
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broadcast and multicast packets has been defined. This service extends the
broadcast domain of the network formed by the devices within the vehicle
and the outside world, by making both of them accessible to one another.
For this purpose, it keeps listening for multicast and broadcast packets on all
interfaces, and then, based on the defined rules, these packets are forwarded
between the inner and outer interfaces.
Interface Monitoring - As the name suggests, it keeps overseeing the outer
interfaces for events like the plug-in of a new interface, failure detection,
and the status of the current interfaces. Interface monitoring is important for
keeping the user application informed of the available choices of networks,
and for configuring the routing or multicast proxy service.
GRCBox core - This service is responsible for communicating with applications, validation of the connection rules, maintenance of the database, configuration of the routing service, and managing the multicast proxy service.
Application interactions with the GRCBox One of the network interfaces (inner interface) of the GRCBox is used as an access point to which the smartphones
and other devices within the vehicle may be connected. This way, the devices can
communicate with one another, as well as send and receive data to or from participants of other networks to which the hardware module can reach out to. The
choice of the outer interface which is to be used for communication is based on
the rules defined by the user applications. A rule is a packet filter that consists of:
Type of the rule - Rules according to the GRCBox platform are categorised
into three different groups namely incoming, outgoing and multicast.
Name of the interface - Identification of the outer interface to which the rule
is to be applied.
Choice of protocol - Which transport protocol is to be used, for example the
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [132] or the User Datagram Protocol
(UDP) [133].
Source address - Internet Protocol (IP) address of the source.
Source port - The source port used for the connection.
Destination address - IP address of the destination.
Destination port - The destination port used for the connection.
Thus, based on these parameters, the routing service listens for incoming connections on the outer interface indicated, routes outgoing connections to the specific interface, or forwards multicast packets in both directions between the inner
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and outer interfaces involved. Note that, for incoming connections, the GRCBox
keeps track of the destination address, along with the port to which the incoming
data is to be forwarded, and modifies the header of the incoming packets so that
the target user device can receive it. However, before an application is able to
define the routing rules, it has to register itself with the GRCBox and receive a
private secret key for later interactions with the GRCBox. The use of the secret
key guarantees that only the rightful owner of a rule is able to renew, modify or
remove it from the database. Before a new rule is created, the GRCBox system
makes sure that the new rule does not conflict with any of the existing rules; once
it is clear that the new rule does not collide with the existing once, it is put into effect and the application is notified. After this, the application is able to initiate the
connection that will be routed according to the defined rule. Once the application
has finished using the connection, it should notify the GRCBox that the rule is no
longer needed, so that it may be eliminated from the system.
Client support To allow developers to easily make their applications GRCBoxcompatible, we have created a programming language independent remote API,
a set of software libraries, and a management application that may be used to
define rules so that third party applications may use GRCBox without making any
modification in its software code.
Remote API - May be used to define routing rules remotely.
Client library - An transparent way to use the features supported by GRCBox
making use of the remote API.
Management application - Allows users of a smartphone to define rules for
third party applications; this way, no modification to these applications is
necessary. An example of the use of this management application could be
configuring a rule to forward traffic related to Voice over Internet Protocol
(VoIP) [134] through the interface that provides a connection to the cellular
network. Thus, all applications that a user has installed in his or her mobile
device, and that are dependent on VoIP data, would be able to connect to the
cellular network via the GRCBox, without any sort of changes to their code.
3.1.1.2.

Implementation

In this section we are going to present in detail all the different components of
the GRCBox that we have touched upon in the previous section.
Hardware module Here we are going to describe the physical as well as the
software components of the GRCBox device.
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Physical components - As can be seen from the figure 3.2, the GRCBox
consists of a controller for processing, a USB hub to connect the network
interfaces, and at least two network interfaces: one that is configured as inner, and other as outer interface, along with an optional battery as power
source. For the controller, we have chosen to use a cheap embedded computer called RaspberryPi [135], which is compact and of the same size as a
credit card, but powerful enough to perform small scale routing. The RaspberryPi uses Raspbian [136], an optimised and adapted version of a general
purpose Linux distribution [137], thus supporting most current networking
hardware.
Discovery service - We have used the dnsmasq [138] tool for providing Domain Name System (DNS) [139] and Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
(DHCP) [140] services, thus allowing the user application to discover which
node in the network is actually the GRCBox. Thus, when a node connects to
the GRCBox, DHCP is used for the configuration of the connection which
includes the default DNS server IP pointing to the GRCBox. Because GRCBox also supports DNS, it is unnecessary for the nodes to know the actual
IP address of the GRCBox for connection purposes.
Network Address Translation (NAT) [141] and Routing - The GRCBox uses
Iptables [142] to perform Source Network Address Translation (SNAT) on
each interface available to the GRCBox, and the Routing Policy Database
(RPDB) of the Linux Kernel to redirect the application-defined connections
to the chosen interface. For incoming connections, Destination Network
Address Translation (DNAT) is performed with the help of forwarding destination address and port number.
Interface monitoring - To check for information related to the interfaces
available to the GRCBox, we have created a set of classes that interact with
the nmcli [143] commandline tool, which in turn connects to the NetworkManager [144] system service. This allows us to know the IP address, gateway, type of each interface, and other related information such as whether
the interfaces are connected to the Internet.
Core server - The GRCBox core server is responsible for controlling the
different server components, communicating with the client devices, interpreting the client commands, and instructing the component responsible to
perform the required action. The core server is based on the REST [145]
architecture that defines a way to create, read, update or delete information
using HTTP [146], and depends on some constraints and properties. For
achieving our goal, we have defined several resources accessible from the
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Description

Information about a rule.
Remove a single rule from the database.

Returns all rules an app has registered with the system.
Register a new rule for managing data traffic.

Information related to an application.
Keep the application registered in the system.
Remove an application and related rules from the system.

List of all registered applications.
Register a new application and generate a secret key.

Information related to a specific interface.
Configure interface parameters.

List of interfaces for outward communication.

Server status and number of existing rules.

Table 3.1: GRCBox REST API.
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inner network that allows clients to register a new application, check the status of the GRCBox, and retrieve information about the active interfaces with
the help of the Java framework called Restlet [147]. More details about the
REST API can be found in table 3.1.
Multicast and broadcast proxy - The GRCBox supports sending and receiving of broadcast and multicast messages between the inner and outer networks. This proxy has been implemented using RockSaw [148], which is
a Java [149] library that allows the use of raw sockets, including defining
the low-level contents of IP packets. For every new multicast or broadcast
forwarding rule, a new proxy instance is created.
Client library To facilitate the development of applications that can take advantage of the GRCBox, we focused our attention on promoting a library for mobile
devices. For the first version we have concentrated on Android [150] devices owing to their huge popularity and market share. The different components of the
Java library for Android-based devices is presented in table 3.2.
Class Name

Description

GrcBoxSocket

An extension of the Java Socket Class.

GrcBoxServerSocket
GrcBoxDatagramSocket
GrcBoxMulticastSocket
GrcBoxClient

Extends the ServerSocket Class in Java.
Java DatagramSocket Class is extended.
Adaptation of the Java MulticastSocket Class.
Class that manages the registration.

Table 3.2: GRCBox Client Library.

3.1.1.3.

Use case and Performance Analysis

In this section, we are going to take a detailed look on how an application
connects via the GRCBox with the help of an example, and also present some
preliminary results obtained in our experiments with the GRCBox.
GRCBox use case Let us assume that we have an application installed on a
mobile device that is connected to the GRCBox, and it wants to access a website,
say google.com, through the station mode wifi interface, even though a different
interface is configured as default. To understand the steps to follow for this action,
we invite taking a closer look at figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: How an application connects making use of the GRCBox.

Step 1 - The client device has to be connected to the inner interface of the
GRCBox, which is configured to work in access point mode; then the application has to create an instance of the already available GRCBoxClient
class. It later checks if the GRCBox is functional, which is done by calling
the GRCBoxClient.isServerAvailable(). If no response if received, the application can choose to disconnect from the GRCBox, and use the standard
networking libraries.
Step 2 - Upon making sure that the GRCBox is functioning properly, the
application must register itself with the GRCBox by calling GrcBoxClient
.register(“AppName”) to use the features supported by it. After successful
registration, a new thread is started to send periodic keep-alive notifications
to the GRCBox. This helps us detect disconnections, in which case the
privileges and networking rules that the client application was enjoying can
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be revoked.
Step 3 - Next, the application needs to decide which outer interface available
to the GRCBox it wants to take advantage of, for future communications.
An application can switch between interfaces at any time. Hence, it retrieves
information related to the available interfaces by making a call to the method
GrcBoxClient.getInterfaces(), and chooses the one that is most apt for its
purpose.
Step 4 - The next step involves the creation of sockets for sending and receiving data. The function GrcBoxClient.createSocket(dstAddr, dstPort, iface)
is used for this purpose to create the socket and the routing rule associated
with this socket.
Step 5 - Once the socket has been created, the application can send and
receive data through the chosen interface of the GRCBox.
Step 6 - The application, upon finishing the data exchange with the remote
host, should close the GrcBoxSocket, which will also remove the routing
rule from the system.
Step 7 - Finally, before the application stops working, it should deregister
itself from the GRCBox. This causes the keep alive thread to stop communicating with the GRCBox, and all information related to the application is
eliminated from the GRCBox database.
Performance Analysis We have performed some preliminary experiments to
analyse the different aspects related to GRCBox, like the delay introduced in the
setup of routing rules before the actual communication can begin, the delay that
the data suffers when travelling through the GRCBox, and the bandwidth that the
current version of the GRCBox can offer to different client applications.
Control delay - In this category, we consider the delay involved while checking the status of the GRCBox, retrieving information related to the interfaces, performing registration and de-registration of the application from
the GRCBox system, and also the time taken to set up and delete a routing
rule from the system.
Table 3.3 shows the time taken to perform the actions supported by the GRCBox when a smartphone application connects and executes the supported
functions. Note that, even thought delay is involved when performing these
operations on the GRCBox, these actions, in most cases, are performed only
once during the entire application life cycle, and hence do not significantly
affect the performance of the application. Also, upon close examination
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Average Delay (s)

Conf. interval (95 percent)

GRCBox status

1.55

0.22

Interface information
Register application
De-register application
Register rule
De-register rule

1.25
0.96
1.22
1.29
0.21

0.03
0.03
0.02
0.03
0.02

Table 3.3: GRCBox control delay.

of the results presented, we can see that the confidence interval for checking the status of the GRCBox is too large, because the monitoring module
sometimes block when the system is updating information related to the interfaces, which may take as long as 10 seconds. A possible solution is the
use of the D-Bus [151] interface, which employs shared memory objects,
and also provides a subscriber-publisher interface rendering polling unnecessary.
Hop delay - Using the GRCBox for connection purposes increases the length
of the path that data travels by one hop. So, we now proceed to take a look at
two cases: the first case being the download time for a 5 Mb file, and for the
second case we ping a website. Both the cases were tested with and without
the GRCBox for comparison purposes.
Connection

Average time

Conf. Int./ Std. Dev.

5 Mb file download
Using GRCBox
No GRCBox
Using GRCBox
No GRCBox

6.34 s
0.3 (95% C.I.)
7.00 s
0.4 (95% C.I.)
ping www.upv.es
16.96 ms
23.97 (Std. Dev.)
14.21 ms
35.90 (Std. Dev.)

Table 3.4: GRCBox hop delay.

Table 3.4 shows the results. We can see that, in both the cases, there is not
much difference in the time taken to download a file or to ping the website
www.upv.es when using the GRCBox, or when connected directly to the
nearest network. However, we can see that, for our ping experiments, the
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standard deviation was very high, pointing towards some network instability.
Bandwidth - We used the iperf tool to evaluate the maximum throughput
supported by the GRCBox for UDP and TCP connections. The results are
presented in figure 3.4, and involve two different scenarios: In scenario 1,
the two smartphones used for data exchange were connected to the same
GRCBox device; while in the scenario 2, the same devices were connected
two different GRCBox units, which in turn communicated with each other
making use of the adhoc network.

Figure 3.4: Throughput offered by the GRCBox.

From the figure 3.4, we can see that the GRCBox is capable of providing
a mean bandwidth of 10.5 Mbps for TCP traffic, and 15.5 Mbps for UDP
traffic, although the worst value for both TCP and UDP was close to 5.5
Mbps.
3.1.1.4.

Conclusion: GRCBox

We have presented a low cost connectivity device named GRCBox that supports the complete integration of smartphones to VNs. The GRCBox unit consists
of a hardware module that is to be placed within the vehicle for creating the network of vehicles, and it also comes with a set of libraries to help developers build
applications that can take advantage of the communication that the GRCBox has
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to offer. Although the presented solution has been tested and validated, it suffers
from slow monitoring of the interfaces installed, so we want to switch to using
D-Bus for better performance. Also, we want to develop a smartphone application
that would allow more flexibility and better control of the GRCBox, like being able
to reboot it whenever required, and establishing the default outgoing interface.

3.2.

Android Applications

The principal idea behind the development of the Android Operating System
(OS) was to let developers freely modify, invent and implement drivers or other
features. It consists of five different layers, namely the Application Framework, the
Binder Inter-Process Communication (IPC) Proxies, the Android System Services,
the Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL), and lastly, the Linux Kernel.

Figure 3.5: Structure of the Android OS [6].

Figure 3.5 shows the different layers. The Application Framework is used by
the developers of Android. It is based on the multi-user concept, where every
single application is considered as a different user. Android applications are developed in Kotlin, Java, and C++ languages, and the developed application is compiled by the Android Software Development Kit (SDK) tools to create an archive
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file known as Application Package Kit (APK). The APK file thus contains the
application to be installed, along with any data or resource it might require to operate. During installation, each application is assigned a unique user ID that is
only known to the system, which assigns the necessary permissions for the files
in the application so that they are only accessible by it. Furthermore, by default,
each application runs on its own Linux process, and each process has its own Virtual Machine (VM), so that it runs isolated from other applications. A process is
started when any of the application components need execution, and it stops when
it is no longer needed or to make memory available. Applications can share a
Linux user ID when they need to run on the same process, or access each other’s
files.
The Binder IPC helps applications to communicate with one another, and it is
sourced through the Kernel of the Android OS. This helps to avoid unnecessary
allocation of space unlike other IPC mechanisms. Also, it aids in running multiple processes at the same time on a concurrent level, and enables the high level
framework to communicate with the Android services.
An Android System Service is compiled code launched by a user of the system.
It runs in the background without providing any interface, and keeps on executing
even if the application is closed. It may be of two types: Started and Bound Services. Started services are launched when applications call it, and usually performs
a single operation without returning anything. Regarding bounded services, they
offer a client-server based interface and runs as long as the foreground application is running. The Android system services provide the necessary information
to the user application, thus helping them to work properly, and here the Binder
IPC comes in handy to maintain communication between the services and the user
application.
The HAL is specially designed for vendors to insert functionality without having to modify the system. It consists of two structures: the Module and the Device.
The HAL module structure is stored as a shared library with extension “.so” format, containing metadata information such as version number and author. While,
the device structure is the actual hardware, and defines a more comprehensive
version of the generic hardware information, like pointers and other information
specific to the hardware. In Linux-based systems, an application communicates
with the hardware using system calls, but in Android, this is achieved via Java
APIs.
Lastly, the lowest layer is the Linux kernel, which is similar to a basic Linux
OS, but it comes with advanced features like wakelocks, double-tap to unlock, or
support for other similar features related to mobile devices. Unlike the basic Linux,
these features are important since the kernel is aimed for portable devices, and thus
it needs to include aggressive memory and battery management techniques.
We already know that each application in Android uses a separate VM. It is
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important to note that, until 2014, Android release of version 5.0 Lollipop [152],
Dalvik VM [153] was the default system. Which is a register based VM specially
designed for constrained environments with low memory and processor speeds,
like embedded systems. It simply uses designated memory locations to simulate
the functionality of registers in microprocessors. Thus, Android applications are
first compiled to “.class” files, which are then translated to Dalvik bytecode and
combined together into a single executable (DEX) file. This bytecode is loaded and
interpreted by the Dalvik VM. To optimise this process, during the first application
launch an optimised DEX file is created, but this file is not portable between devices or Dalvik VMs. With the introduction of the Android Runtime (ART) [154],
which is the predecessor of the Dalvik VM, and is backward compatible to some
extent, ART employs Ahead-of-time (AOT) compilation and improved garbage
collection techniques to enhance performance. Some benchmarks [155] show performance improvements of about 10% in some cases, despite slowdowns in case
of other applications.

3.2.1.

Contribution II: Messiah

Navigation applications are very popular among drivers due to their usefulness
when it comes to reaching a destination using routes that one is little familiar with.
Our goal is to develop an Android application that, apart from providing navigation, would warn drivers of important emergency vehicles approaching on the
map, along with their possible future route. This way, drivers can react according
to each specific situation. For example, if a driver is alerted of an approaching
ambulance long before the siren is heard, it gives him or her more time to react
and leave the lane vacant for the ambulance. If instead, the route of the ambulance
is made known to the driver, he or she might choose to avoid that particular route,
and thus contribute towards improving the response time of Emergency Medical
Services (EMS).
Our application is based on OsmAnd [156] which uses the free OpenStreetMap
(OSM) [157, 158] data. OSM is dependent on a community of mappers, thus emphasising on local knowledge. The contributors use aerial imagery, GPS devices
and low-tech field maps to commit towards the maintenance of map data. The
difference between our application and a traditional navigation-based application
is that our application communicates with other users of the same application, and
exchanges information to display on-screen the position and future route of important approaching vehicles.
3.2.1.1.

Features of the Messiah Application

Our application, named Messiah, aims to display on a map view the presence of
priority vehicles like ambulances, police cars or fire brigades in the vicinity of the
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common vehicle. Vehicular communication is used towards making users aware
of the tentative future route of these emergency vehicles, apart from displaying
their current position on the map. Thus, based on this information, drivers can
prepare before-hand, and this gives them more time to take decisions, rather than
having to wait until the EMS vehicle appears on the rear view mirror, or its siren is
heard. Drivers may decide whether to make space for the emergency vehicle and
let it pass, or try to completely avoid the already known route of this important
vehicle. The main reason to develop this application was to improve the response
time of these emergency vehicles, and in turn help reduce casualties that might
result from traffic congestion. Hence, cities with dense traffic would largely benefit
from this application due to two clear reasons: firstly, the large number of vehicles
participating in the network would facilitate the exchange of application data; and
secondly, the emergency vehicles would be able to reach their destination taking
advantage of the streets that would normally be crowded. Of course, the success
of the designed application largely depends on how responsive and responsible the
users of the application are.
Another very important functionality that our Messiah application has to offer
is that it provides users the ability to request for help when in critical situations,
and while the lives of the passengers within the vehicle are at stake. This feature
could come in handy when an accident occurs; in that case, with the mere click
of a button, users can disseminate a request for aid to nearby vehicles, taking
advantage of the vehicular network. Other vehicles in the vicinity, upon receiving
this request comes to know of the exact location of the vehicle in need of help.
This way, it may rush to the aid of the vehicle requesting for help, or call the local
emergency number, even if the vehicle requiring assistance is not directly within
the line of sight. Thus, our drive safety application designed for Android devices
takes advantage of communication among vehicles in order to help make a more
efficient and safer use of the road network, potentially saving lives.
Users of the application are classified into three different groups or categories,
which strongly reflects the mode in which the application is functioning. The
different modes of the application are as follows:
Civil Mode - Participants of the network which are common vehicles, make
use of this mode in the application.
Administrative Mode - To be used only by on-duty emergency vehicles, like
police cars, ambulances and fire brigades.
SOS Mode - Vehicles in danger of any kind can request for help making use
of this mode of operation.
When the application is first launched, it starts providing just the navigation related services to the users, hence minimising the information displayed on screen

Figure 3.6: Device working in “Civil Mode”.
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to reduce driver distractions. The users, when using the application, may choose
to only take advantage of its navigational capabilities, without being obligated to
participate in the “drive safety” network that the application is capable of creating.
Others who wish to cooperate and actively engage in the “drive safety” network
can do so merely by clicking a button available on screen. On doing so, the application starts functioning to its full potential, and it assumes that the current vehicle
is a common civilian vehicle, consequently beginning to work in the “Civil mode”.
In this mode, it receives or forwards data to and from its neighbouring nodes using V2V communication. Apart from this, it also displays on screen any received
information, that is, the location of any nearby emergency vehicles and nodes in
need of assistance. In case of the presence of an emergency vehicle with a predefined route in the vicinity, all or part of its route, along with its current location, is
displayed on screen in the vehicle participating in the “Civil mode”.
Figure 3.6 shows the different options available on screen when a participating
node is working in the “Civil mode”. We can see that, on the right hand side of
the screen, there are three buttons: one to start or stop participating in the “drive
safety” network, the second to switch to the “Administrative Mode”, and lastly,
a button to switch on or off the “SOS Mode”, that lets users call for help. The
application shown here, which is currently working in the “Civil mode”, displays
the current location of the vehicle itself, which is using our application. Although
the current vehicle has no route configured in this case, it is nevertheless possible
to do so, thus fulfilling the purpose of a navigation application. Next, we see on
screen the location of an administrative vehicle present close by, along with the
route that it intends to follow in the near future. Note that, even though in this
example we observe only one vehicle in the area which is an on-duty emergency
vehicle, in real scenarios, if more than one administrative vehicle is present, all of
them would be displayed on screen to all vehicles within a certain range, irrespective of the mode in which they are functioning. Thus, in short, the “Civil mode” is
the most basic of the three modes in which the application can function, which is
sending and receiving application-related data, while displaying relevant information on screen. In all other modes, the application apart from doing the same as in
the “Civil mode”, has some added responsibilities.
An on-duty emergency vehicle may choose the “Administrative mode” of operation. Although, no security checks have been implemented so far to validate
the identity of the users of this mode, in the future we intend to make this option
available only to authorised personnel operating a police car, ambulance or fire
brigade. In this mode, a device with the Messiah application installed, performs
the forwarding of data received from other nodes, and displays relevant information on screen, as in case of the “Civil mode”. Thus, a user in the “Administrative
mode” is also aware of the location of other emergency or “SOS” vehicles in the
area. Apart from this functionality, it also broadcasts its current location, route and
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destination information to other vehicles in its vicinity. We limit the forwarding of
messages up to 1 km radius from the location where the message was first generated. This serves two purposes: it limits broadcast storms and restricts circulation
of unwanted stale information, because it would take more time for messages to
reach destinations further away, in which case the source of the information could
have already changed its position, thus rendering the information propagated useless. We discard the use of time-based deadlines since time is generated by each
individual system, and clocks are not synchronised in our case.

Figure 3.7: Device working in “Administrative Mode”.

Figure 3.7 shows a device working in the “Administrative Mode”. In this example, the current node is an active emergency vehicle with a predefined route
and destination, that is shared with the neighbouring vehicles by taking advantage of the vehicular network. The devices receiving this information first check
if they had already received a copy of the message previously. If the information
received is new, they calculate if the distance between the source of the message
and themselves is less than equal to 1 km, in which case the message is forwarded
to the neighbouring nodes, and relevant information is displayed on screen. In the
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example we present here, the node in figure 3.7 broadcasts its location and route
information, which is received by the device in figure 3.6, and the obtained information is displayed on screen. Note that, if the future route of the emergency
vehicle is too long, the whole route is not sent, but only a part of it. In figure 3.6
we can see that this particular node receives only a part of the route of the vehicle shown in figure 3.7, this route is displayed with the help of a broken line and
an arrowhead to indicate the future route. The arrowhead indicates the possible
direction in which the route will be updated next.
Another option supported by the Messiah application is the “SOS Mode”. This
mode enables users in distress to request for rescue. It is similar to the “Administrative Mode”, the only difference is that vehicles using the “SOS Mode” broadcast
their current location without including the future route. It is assumed that vehicles in distress have faced some kind of accident, or have been rendered immobile.
Upon receipt of a request for aid from an vehicle in distress, the nearby vehicles
display a special icon on screen denoting the current location of the vehicle requiring assistance. Note that disconnections are common in high mobility scenarios,
and that the Messiah application is capable of detecting disconnections of such
type. Also, the application continues to function even when it is not on the foreground, in that situation no information is displayed on screen, but the application
keeps functioning in the background by sending and forwarding data as necessary.
3.2.1.2.

Implementation Details of Messiah

The main components of the Messiah application are the Messiah service, a
Communicator thread, an IdGenerator class, the MessageGenerator class, the Locator class, and a DatabaseManager class. The Messiah service is the backbone
of the application, and it controls the different other components. It is launched
when the user chooses to join the “drive safety” network, and generates a unique
identification number for the node with the help of the IdGenerator class. It collects information related to the mode of operation of the application, e.g. if the
current node is an ordinary or emergency vehicle. If the application is operating in
the “Administrative Mode”, the Messiah service also collects route-related information from the Map Layer. Later, it starts the Communicator thread, which takes
care of receiving, sending or forwarding application data. The other classes, like
the MessageGenerator is responsible for the generation of application-compatible
messages in case some information needs to be sent. This class is also used to
detect if received messages are actually relevant to the application. The Locator
class, on the other hand, maintains up-to-date information regarding the positional
knowledge of the device. Instead, the DataBaseManager class acts as a cache for
incoming messages, and it is used to detect duplicate messages. Figure 3.8 shows
the different working components of the Messiah application, and how they interact with one another.

Figure 3.8: Architecture of the Messiah Application.
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Figure 3.9: Contents of messages used by the Messiah Application.

Figure 3.9 shows the structure of a message used in the application. It is composed of the following fields: node-id, time stamp, type of message, current location of the sender, its intended future route, and its destination. Let us take a look
at each of these fields in more detail:
ID - Contains the unique node id generated by the IdGenerator class.
TimeStamp - A time stamp to indicate the time of message generation by
the sender.
Type - Messages used by the Messiah application can be of three types:
Administrative, SOS or Bye-Bye. This field indicates which type among the
three it belongs to.
Location - The location of the sender at the time of message generation.
Future Route - A list of GPS locations that the sender is supposed to follow.
Destination - Geographical position that denotes the end of the sender’s trajectory.
As stated earlier, packets used in the application have the same format, but they
can be of three distinct types: i) Administrative, ii) SOS, and iii) Bye-Bye. The
data contents of messages for vehicles operating in “Administrative Mode” and
“SOS Mode” lets neighbours know about the current location of the sender and its
future route, if any. Instead, a “bye-bye” type of message is used when an active
vehicle working in the “Administrative Mode” or the “SOS Mode” has completed
its function, and wants to remain attached to the network but as an ordinary vehicle;
in other words, this type of message is used when a vehicle previously working in
a different mode wants to switch to the “Civil mode”.
Figure 3.10 presents the steps involved in the packet generation and sending process, which occurs when the application is running in the “Administrative
Mode” inside an emergency vehicle, or while in the “SOS Mode” for a vehicle
requiring assistance. The Messiah service requests the current location of the device from the Locator class, checks the mode of operation, and, if a route has been
configured by taking advantage of the navigational capabilities of the application.
All this information acquired is passed onto the Communicator thread, which prepares the packet to be sent with the help of the MessageGenerator class, allowing
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Figure 3.10: Message generation and sending in Messiah.
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this packet to be broadcasted. Before sending the message, a copy of it is retained
locally, using the DatabaseManager class.
Similarly, figure 3.11 depicts how the application behaves upon receiving messages. Note that all the three different modes (“Civil Mode”, “Administrative
Mode”, and “SOS Mode”) in which the application functions operate in a similar
fashion on receiving an incoming message. The Communicator thread constantly
keeps checking for the arrival of messages. When some data is received by the
Communicator thread, it scrutinises whether the received data is a valid message
by consulting with the MessageGenerator class. On confirming the validity of the
data received, the location field of the message which contains the geographical
position of the source during message generation, is accessed. This is compared
to the position of the receiver node to verify if the source is within a 1 km radius; otherwise the message is discarded, and any entry in the database related to
that same source is also eliminated with the help of the DatabaseManager class,
before updating the display for the users. Next, the type of message received is
enquired. Remember that a message used by the Messiah application can be of
three types: Administrative, SOS, or Bye-Bye. If the message is of the Bye-Bye
type, it means that an emergency or SOS node has completed its operation, and is
switching to the “Civil Mode”. In that case, the database is audited for any entries
from the same source which generated the Bye-Bye message. If a database entry
has been encountered, and only in that case, the message is considered to be of importance and is re-broadcasted before updating the on-screen display; otherwise,
it is discarded. For the other types of messages, namely Administrative and SOS,
the information is updated in the database if previous entries from the same source
exist; otherwise a new entry is added. A local time stamp is appended to the information received in the message, which aids in the detection of connectivity losses,
and the elimination of stale entries. Finally, the received packet is re-broadcasted
without any changes made to it, and the user display is updated accordingly.
3.2.1.3.

Prototype Deployment and Evaluation

The Messiah application relies on communication among vehicles to function.
Hence, for deployment purposes, we used two cars equipped with the GRCBox
(discussed in section 3.1.1) to provide V2V communication. Within each car, an
Android device with our application installed was placed so that it could benefit
from the GRCBox. Using this setup, we performed experiments to analyse the
behaviour of the application in scenarios with various levels of obstacles that could
make communication difficult.
In figure 3.12, we have considered three different scenarios, with two cars
located at an intersection on different roads. The first scenario considered was a
populated residential area with narrow roads and tall buildings; the two vehicles
were at line of sign only at the intersection, thus experiencing maximum packet
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Figure 3.12: Packet loss with distance using the Messiah application.

loss levels. The second scenario was a less crowded urban area with wider roads,
thus suffering from less losses compared to the first scenario. And, as expected,
we observe that the best performance is achieved in the rural area, where nearly
no obstacles were present. Thus, to take advantage of the Messiah application in
urban scenarios, we would require a network of densely populated nodes.
3.2.1.4.

Conclusion: Messiah

We have introduced an application that provides navigation and emergency
notifications, aiming to reduce congestion along the route of emergency vehicles,
and ultimately resulting in reduced response time. It helps to create a safer traffic
environment as it displays the position of important vehicles like police cars and
ambulances on the navigation screen, thus warning drivers to drive with attention
and aid in taking decisions based on the information displayed. It also includes
a special mode of operation that a vehicle in distress may use to call for help. In
this mode, a exclusive icon is visible on screen of the vehicles that are close to the
“SOS vehicle”, and hence they can rush to its aid.

3.2.2.

Contribution III: Forward Collision Warning

Warning generation upon the detection of a high probability of collision has
always been a topic of interest among researchers. Early works include [159],
which studies the use of radar technology for detecting possible collision. An
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effort by General Motors [160] resulted in the publication of [161], dedicated to
the design of a simulation tool to evaluate technical and functional specifications
of FCW systems based on radar sensors. A beacon-based collision warning system
[162] was designed by Miller et al. in 2002 that did not require vehicles to be in
line of sight for operation.
One of the first vision-based approaches was a simple algorithm to detect vehicles, and warn drivers when they were too close to the other vehicle, was presented
by Srinivasa [163]. An improved version [164] combining the use of data from a
forward looking camera and a radar was proposed by the same author a year later.
Other approaches that rely on data from a camera for warning generation was presented in [165], [166] and [167]. [168, 169] is an investigation initiated by Volvo
[170] on collision avoidance and automatic braking by only making use of a car
mounted with a radar and camera. Another application that uses a vision based
approach, depending on Sobel edge enhancement [171] and an optical flow algorithm, is [172]. Chang et al. [173] studied the fusion of vision and GPS sensing
for collision warning.
Misener et al. [174], on the other hand, described a cooperative collision warning project that included forward collision warning, an intersection assistant, along
with a blind-spot and lane change assistant. First, each vehicle estimates its position by combining the data from GPS with information like wheel speed, steering
angle, and yaw rate. Later, vehicles exchanged this information among themselves
to generate warnings as required. A similar application based on the use of GPS
and motion sensors was presented in [175]. Fusion of data from Light Detection
and Ranging (LiDAR) and other on-board sensors that compute vehicle speed,
acceleration, and brake signals is used in [176], presented by Lei et al. Other related studies, like [177], show the positive effects of vibrotactile feedback on the
steering wheel and seat-belts for FCW systems.
Thus, we have come across sensor-based solutions that aim to generate warnings when the probability of collision is high. These solutions are mostly vision
based, although there are others that rely on GPS, radar technology, or LiDAR.
One thing these solutions have in common is that they are dedicated systems, and
only applicable to the scenarios they were designed for. Our aim is to build a
FCW application for a smartphone-based testbed which can be reused for taking
advantage of other ITS applications developed for the same platform. The designed FCW application uses vision and location data to not only alert the user of
the application, but also the driver of the car in front of a probable accident. The
application relies on V2V communications for this purpose.
3.2.2.1.

Application Features

The FCW application that we will present in this section is based on OpenALPR [178], and has been designed to be used on bidirectional two-lane roads
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in urban areas. It is aimed at Android based smartphones or devices that posses
at least a back camera and GPS. The device is to be placed on the dashboard with
the camera facing ahead, as the application aims to detect vehicles in front that are
too close to the current vehicle using license plate recognition. On detection of the
plate, making use of the back camera of the Android device, we can calculate the
distance of the vehicle from the one in front since license plates have a fixed size
that depends on the geographical region. Note that, if more than one license plate is
detected in the frame, meaning there are multiple vehicles present, distance is only
calculated for the vehicle directly ahead travelling in the same direction. Thus, we
need to select only the plate of the vehicle ahead, and discard the others.

Figure 3.13: Experimental setup when testing our application.

Figure 3.13 shows one of the photographs taken during our experiments with
our Android FCW application. It demonstrates the complete setup consisting of a
dashboard mounted Android device with GPS and back camera, and a GRCBox
that allows inter-vehicular communication. The GRCBox is equipped with at least
two wireless network interfaces: one configured to act as an access point, and the
other one in ad-hoc mode; the device within the car with the application installed
is connected to the wifi access point provided by the GRCBox. The GRCBox forwards all data received from one interface to the other acting as a router; this way
the application is able to take advantage of the vehicular network that is created
using the interface working in the ad-hoc mode. We can see from the figure that the
license plate of a parked vehicle and the plate of the vehicle travelling ahead has
been recognised. Cases might arise where plates of vehicles coming from the opposite direction could also be recognised. Thus, to detect and eliminate such cases,
we take advantage of GPS data exchanged among cars using V2V communication.
Once cases like recognised plates of parked vehicles, and those of vehicles
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coming from the opposite direction have been eliminated, only the license plate of
the vehicle travelling ahead remains. The distance between the vehicle behind and
the one ahead is calculated based on the size of the plate in the image captured.
If this distance is less than the average length of a car, then alerts are generated.
Also, the vehicle ahead is informed of the situation using the GRCBox network.
3.2.2.2.

Functional Details of the Application

The different steps that the application follows to detect situations when cars
are too close to one another and generate alerts are: broadcast of GPS data and
other application-related data by the vehicles; recognition of the license plate of
the car from the image gathered using the camera of the device, in which the application is installed; selecting the plate of the vehicle ahead among all recognised
plates; estimation of the distance between the vehicle ahead and the one behind;
finally, alerting the drivers of both vehicles if safe distance is not maintained. Now,
let us look each of these steps in more detail.
Vehicles broadcast message - As soon as the application is first started, the
user needs to introduce the vehicle plate number in which the device would
be placed and used. Later, the application checks for a location fix and GRCBox connectivity, and starts broadcasting messages as soon it has acquired
two different location fixes a couple of seconds apart. The two location fixes,
consisting of the current and previous locations of a device, are constantly
updated while the application keeps running.

Figure 3.14: Structure of the packets used in our FCW application.

A vehicle while broadcasting data, simultaneously listens for incoming messages from other vehicles within its communication range. The messages
used by our application, as can be seen in figure 3.14, contain a message id,
which is the license plate number of the vehicle, the sender generated time
stamp, the IP address of the sender, the current location, and the previous
location of the sender. The broadcasting of messages is only stopped when
the application is closed by the user on terminating the journey. Note that
only the vehicles within a one hop radius will receive the message, as no rebroadcasting or forwarding of messages takes place. The received message
is saved by the application in its database, adding a local timestamp. Entries in the database are overwritten when new packets are received from the
same source, and eliminated if no update is received from the same source
for a long time.
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Plate recognition - While the communication between devices using our application is happening in the background, at the same time the back camera of the smartphone or tablet is used to capture images, and processed
to recognise license plates within the image, if any. For this purpose, the
following sequence takes place: detection of plate regions, converting regions of interest into monochromatic images, character analysis, edge detection, de-skewing, segmentation of characters, Optical Character Recognition
(OCR), and generation of the result based on region-wise known templates.
Let us take a look at each of these steps:
1. Detection of plate regions - The first step, which is also the most processing intensive step, involves the detection of regions of interest
where potential license plates might exist. A detector based on Local
Binary Patterns (LBP), similar to the face detector of [179], is used for
this purpose. An image may contain one or more regions of interest,
each of which goes though the next phases.
2. Monochromatic conversion - This part of the sequence is associated
with the conversion of the regions of interest detected in the previous
phase into black and white images based on algorithms proposed by
Wolf-Jolion [180] and Sauvola [181].
3. Character Analysis - Once converted to black and white, character
analysis algorithms take over trying to find character sized regions in
ascending order of sizes, by starting to look for smaller ones first. Regions with connected blobs that are roughly similar to license plate
characters and equal vertical alignment are marked for processing.
4. Edge detection - A Hough transformation [182] is employed to detect
all four straight edges of the plates. This step also takes into account
information like character height from the previous phase, and ratio of
actual plate width and height depending on the geographical region to
make the best guess of the precise position of the plate in the image.
5. De-skewing - Now, any rotation or skew that might exist is corrected
by remapping the plate region.
6. Segmentation of characters - This phase is related to cleaning of the
plate region by removing speckles and edges, so that they are not mistaken for characters like the “letter l” or “number 1”. Also, it separates
all characters and uses vertical histogram to detect gaps in characters.
7. OCR - Involves the analysis of individual characters and computation
of confidence.
8. Result generation - In the last part of the sequence, the best possible
character combination is searched in the context of the known plate
pattern that corresponds to the different regions of the world.
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Selection of the relevant plate - We know more than one plate may appear
in an image captured by the device. For example, in addition to the vehicle
in front, we may also capture vehicles coming from the opposite direction,
or vehicles parked along the road. Thus, to eliminate the probability of false
alarms, we have devised the Same Direction Test. Using this test, we can
detect vehicles in motion and travelling in the same direction as the user of
the application. This way, we can ignore vehicles that are parked or moving
in the opposite direction, and focus solely on the plate of the vehicle in front
of us that is moving in the same direction.

Figure 3.15: Same Direction Test.

Figure 3.15 depicts the idea behind the Same Direction Test. It involves
construction of displacement vectors for each neighbouring vehicle, from
the current and previous location information contained in the messages
received from them. This information is looked up using the plate number recognised with the help of the smartphone camera, and using the plate
number as key for requesting a query to the database storing the messages
received. Remember that each vehicle, while broadcasting their location information also sends their actual plate number as the message Id. Now, the
displacement vector of the neighbouring vehicle is compared with the displacement vector of the receiving or current vehicle, and the angle between
them is measured. If the measured angle is less than a predefined threshold, we consider the two vehicles to be mobile and travelling in the same
direction.
Note that only the vehicle ahead will be able to satisfy the Same Direction
Test when the application is used in scenarios consisting of bidirectional
two-lane roads, where only one lane is used by vehicles moving in each
direction.
Distance calculation - For the calculation of distance between two vehicles,
we rely on image processing and not on GPS data due to its inaccuracy. It is
calculated in the following manner:
The general lens equation is:
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Figure 3.16: Refraction by convex lens when the object is beyond 2F.
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where f denotes the focal length of the lens, and it is equal to the distance
from the center of the lens to the focal point (F), as can be seen in figure 3.16.
Similarly, do is distance of the object (O) from the centre of the lens, and di
is the distance between the lens and the image formed (I).
Also, we know that,
ho
do
=
di
hi

∴ di =

hi do
ho

(3.2)

where ho is the actual height of the object (O), and hi is the height of the
image (I) formed. Since a captured digital photograph may consist of a view
in which we have one or more objects of interest, and to avoid confusion,
we will refer to I as the object of interest in the image for future references.
Now, substituting equation (3.2) in (3.1), we have
1
1
ho
=
+
f
do hi do

∴ do = f (1 +

ho
)
hi

(3.3)

Values of f and ho in (3.3) are known, and hi representing the height of the
object of interest in the image, is calculated in metric units for example, as:
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hi = k ∗ hipx

(3.4)

where hipx is the height of the object of interest in the digital image, measured in pixels. And k is physical size of the pixel in metric units. Note
that digital images may be represented in different resolutions. Thus, the
pixel size (k) for a image of resolution M pixels wide and N pixels high, is
computed as:

k=

hs
N

(3.5)

Here in (3.5), hs represents the camera sensor height. Although pixel size
may also be evaluated using the width of the camera sensor and the digital
image. However, for our calculations we rely on the height information
of the camera sensor for the sake of uniformity, since we began the whole
analysis using the height of the actual object, and the height of the object of
interest in the image.
Now, replacing the value of k in (3.4) with the established equation (3.5),
we have:

hi =

hs ∗ hipx
N

(3.6)

Finally, substituting equation (3.6) in (3.3), we get:

∴ do = f (1 +

ho ∗ N
)
hs ∗ hipx

(3.7)

Thus, we use equation (3.7) for calculating the distance between the two
vehicles from images taken from the trailing vehicle.
Alert user and the car ahead - Finally, once the distance between the two vehicles has been calculated, we check if the cars are too close, and in that case
we generate a warning and also caution the driver ahead by sending an alert
making use of the GRCBox communication. Now, we have to define a safe
distance, which if not met, would cause alerts to be generated. Many governments agencies like the Road Safety Authority (RSA) [183] of Ireland
and the Department of Motor Vehicles [184], State of New York, suggest
the two-second rule. According to this rule, the minimum safe distance between two vehicles, one following the other, varies according to the velocity
of the vehicle behind. It should be at least the distance that the trailing vehicle would cover maintaining the same speed for two seconds. This should
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provide enough time for the driver of the car behind to react if the car ahead
comes to an abrupt stop. Since the application is intended for deployment
in urban scenarios, where speed limits usually varies between 40-60 kmph
in most countries, resulting in a safe distance varying within 22-33 meters
following the two-second rule. Such large distances are never maintained
between vehicles in urban traffic, and so it would render the application unproductive, and could be considered more of a nuisance if it starts warning
drivers when the distance between two cars are over 20 meters causing unnecessary distractions. More reasonable, in this case, would be to maintain
distance of one car length between two vehicles; in other words, the car behind should leave sufficient gap between itself and the vehicle in front, so
that another vehicle could fit in that gap. Since most family-sized cars are
within 5 meters length, we select this distance as the minimum safe distance
in our application and thus, if the distance between two vehicles is less than
5 meters, it starts displaying warnings.
3.2.2.3.

Results

We have performed various tests both in scenarios with and without mobility. The experiments in scenarios without mobility were made to first tune some
application parameters, and later check the usability of the application in actual
scenarios involving mobility.
1. Static Experiments - In the first scenario we studied the application performance when no mobility was involved. Photographs of cars that were not
moving were acquired from a parking area, and these images were processed
by the Android devices to fine tune our application. However, prior to that
goal, we wanted to make sure our methodology used to calculate the distance between the cars based on the plate size, is accurate enough. Thus,
we took photographs of a car at a known distance away from the Android
camera, and processed them to calculate the distance.
Table 3.5 lists the results obtained when the camera was placed at a fixed

Actual distance (m)

Average calculated distance (m)

3

3.0

5
8
10

4.9
7.8
9.7

Table 3.5: Comparison of actual distance with calculations using equation (3.7).
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distance of 3, 5, 8, and 10 meters from the back license plate of a static vehicle. Values listed in the table under the heading: “Actual distance” denotes
the distance between the license plate and the camera, measured manually.
Images were captured by the Android camera, and they were later processed
to calculate the distance using our algorithm. The results obtained from
processing the images, are listed under “Average calculated distance”. This
test to prove the developed theory, was repeated between 3-5 times per category of distances mentioned in the table, and the mean value of the results
is shown in the table. The reason behind the fewer repetitions of this experiment is due to the fact that similar results were obtained each time. It
can be noted that as distance increases, the error in the calculated distance
also increases, but we are more or less able to get the distance from the images, thus confirming that the developed theory holds. The error involved is
nearly insignificant when compared to GPS related errors. The major causes
for this error are: optical deformation of the lens, unsharpness of the image
being analysed, and the effects of digitisation by the camera. These errors
can be minimised by proper calibration [185] of the camera and later compensating for any deformation. But, in our application we have relied on
data supplied by the manufacturer for calculations in the attempt to make
the software easy to use, without the users being troubled for calibrating the
camera.
The processing time of images is an important parameter for determining the
usability of our FCW application. Thus, in our initial experiment, we wanted
to study the time taken by different Android devices to process and identify
the license plates for various resolutions. In this experiment we studied the
time taken by five different devices, namely Nexus 7 tablet, Motorola Moto
G-3, Nexus 5X, Nexus 6, and Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1. The Nexus 7
had a quad-core 1.2 GHz processor and 1 GB Random Access Memory
(RAM). Similarly, the Moto G-3 possessed 1.4 GHz quad-core processor
and 2 GB RAM. The Nexus 5X was equipped with a 2 GB RAM, and hexacore processor with four cores running at 1.4 GHz, and the other two at 1.8
GHz. While the Nexus 6 had a specification of 3 GB RAM and a 2.7 GHz
quad-core processor. Finally, Note 10.1 came with a 3 GB RAM and 2.3
GHz quad-core processor.
Figure 3.17 shows the time taken to process and identify plates in images
of High Definition (HD), Video Graphics Array (VGA) and Quarter Video
Graphics Array (QVGA) resolutions for the different devices. The time
taken for processing HD images varied from 1.8 to 4.2 seconds, depending on the device, while it ranged from 1.4 to 3.3 seconds when considering VGA, and for QVGA it was between 1.1 to 2.6 seconds. Thus, lower
resolution images were processed faster, and devices with faster processors
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Figure 3.17: Time taken to process images of different resolutions by Android devices.

performed better. The Samsung Note shows the best performance, followed
by Nexus 6, Nexus 5X, Moto G-3, and Nexus 7 tablet. Note that, even with
the best processing times achieved by the Samsung Note of 1.8 seconds for
HD, 1.4 seconds for VGA, and 1.1 seconds for QVGA resolutions, this time
overhead is still very high when compared with dedicated image processing
devices.
The Android OS, while encoding JPEG images, accepts a parameter called
quality whose value can range between 0 to 100. The value of 0 produces images of maximum compression, while 100 compresses for maximum quality. Next, we wanted to check if this parameter has a role to play
in the processing time of images for plate recognition.
In figure 3.18, we can see that, when the value of the quality parameter
is varied from 20 to 80, the processing time increased sightly for higher
values of quality. Higher resolution images are more affected than the lower
resolution ones. We have varied the value of the quality parameter from 20 to
80 since values below 20 resulted in images with very low visually perceived
quality, while values over 80 did not produce any significant improvement.
All the processing was done by one device, which was the Moto G-3 in this
case. Note that, for the QVGA resolution, the processing time is nearly fixed
at 2.2 seconds even with the variation of the JPEG quality, while for VGA
it rises from 2.7 to 2.8 seconds, and for HD images it ranged from 3.7 to 4
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Figure 3.18: Plate processing time with Moto-G3 for different JPEG qualities.

seconds.
So far we have seen that lower resolution images are processed faster, and
that image quality has very little or no effect on the processing time for lower
resolution images. While, in case of higher resolution, there is an increase
in the time taken to detect plates. Another important factor that also should
be taken into account is the accuracy or the degree to which the identified
plate number and the actual license registration number match. Also, it is
important to check whether parameters like image resolution and quality has
any effect on the accuracy of the identified plate.
Figure 3.19 depicts the effects of JPEG image quality on the accuracy of
plate recognition. An accuracy of 1 reflects an exact match where the identified plate perfectly coincides with the actual plate, while 0 indicates no
match or no plate was detected in the image; values between 0 and 1 imply a
partial match. Note that the resolution of QVGA shows a huge improvement
of accuracy, varying from 0.12 to 0.5, with the boost in the image quality.
For higher resolutions of VGA and HD, it ranged from 0.83 to 0.89, and
lied between 0.89 to 0.91, respectively, depending on the quality parameter.
This suggests the use of higher resolutions rather than lower ones, for the
purpose of our application.
Another physical factor that could affect the performance of our application
is ambient light. Thus, to study the effect of lighting conditions, we decided
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Figure 3.19: Accuracy of plate recognition for different JPEG qualities.
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Figure 3.20: Accuracy of plate recognition under different lighting conditions.
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to perform three sets of experiments under various lighting conditions at
daytime, dawn/dusk, and during the night.
Figure 3.20 illustrates how the accuracy of the plate recognition changes
with altered lighting conditions for various resolutions. Here, low lighting
conditions refers to conditions during the night with the presence of insufficient light from street lamps to nearly no light at all in some images, resulting in grainy, unclear and dark images. Medium ambient light is referred to
the time when the sun is just about to rise or right after it has set. Lastly, high
ambient light encompasses all tests that we have performed during daytime.
From the graph we can see that, for QVGA resolution, in this set of experiments we had very little success recognising plates, even during daytime.
For VGA images, accuracy varied from 0.37 to 0.78, with best performance
in medium lighting conditions, as reflections from the plates caused problems in recognition when exposed to high ambient lighting. For the highest
resolution of HD, we were able to achieve accuracy values between 0.52 and
0.86, depending on the amount of ambient light. Note that, due to the small
size of the dataset used for this experiment, the confidence interval was high
in all the cases.
Thus taking into account all that we have learnt so far from our experiments,
we decided to use the HD resolution due to its dominant performance in
different lighting conditions and better accuracy of recognition compared
to the lower resolutions. Regarding which quality settings to use for the
HD resolution, we decided on the quality value of 70, even though, in our
experiments in static scenarios, we found that the image quality had little
effect over accuracy in case of HD resolutions, and it also resulted in the
increase of processing time when using higher quality images. However,
taking into account that real scenarios would involve motion, blurring, and
effects of vibrations, which would make it harder to recognise the plates, we
consider that quality could have a role to play. Also, from figure 3.19 and
figure 3.18, we had the best accuracy (0.91 or 91%) for HD at a quality value
of 70, but of course the processing time with Moto G-3 was 4 seconds on
average. This is about 8% more than the time required to process HD images
of the lowest considered quality settings of 20. Thus, the default settings use
JPEG images of HD resolution with a quality value of 70, which the user can
change according to his or her needs.
2. Dynamic Experiments - In this section we present the results we have achieved
in the tests we performed with our Android FCW application, using the settings we have defined from the study of the application in scenarios without
mobility. Experiments performed in this section were undertaken using two
real vehicles, one following the other at all times, each equipped with a GR-
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Figure 3.21: Route-I without many curves.

Figure 3.22: Route-II with some curves and turns.
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CBox for communication and an Android tablet running the developed application, as shown in figure 3.13. The aim of our outdoor experiments with
mobility was to try and find a good threshold value for the Same Direction
Test that is used by the application to discard plates of vehicles not in motion or coming from the opposite direction, and to see how our application
performs in challenging real scenarios.
Figure 3.21 shows one of two routes taken during our outdoor experiments.
This route was about 9.25 km long with very little turns and curves. On
the other hand, figure 3.22 depicts a 3.76 km route, around the Universidad
Politècnica de València, with some turns and curves.

Angle (in degrees)

15

10

5

Location Data
Unﬁltered GPS
Simple Kalman Filter
0
Route-I

Scenarios

Route-II

Figure 3.23: Results of the Same Direction Test.

Figure 3.23 presents the results from the same direction test, that is used
to detect if vehicles are travelling in the same direction. A comparison has
been made between the use of unfiltered GPS locations and Kalman filtered
[186] location data for the evaluation of the same direction test. The Kalman
filter used here is a simple one that just takes into account the location data.
From this graph we can see that the average angle evaluated by the same
direction test using unfiltered data for scenarios presented in figure 3.21 and
figure 3.22 are 9.83 and 8.73 degrees; instead, when using the Kalman filter,
similar values of 10.95 and 10.73 are observed, respectively. Notice that,
for both filtered and unfiltered data, the worst case values are within 12.5
degrees. Thus, 12.5 degrees is selected as the default threshold for the same
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Figure 3.24: Accuracy of the recognised plates for varying distances during daytime, in
scenarios involving motion.

direction test in our application.
During our assessment of the Same Direction Test involving real cars, we
also studied the effect of distance on plate recognition as we tried to identify
the license plate of the car ahead. Figure 3.24 displays the results obtained.
This graph reassures us of our choice of HD resolution as the default image resolution for our application, as other lower resolutions fail to perform
well in this scenario. Let us look closely at the first two groups of observation taken between 4-8 meters and 8-12 meters; as the car behind comes
closer to the vehicle ahead, the accuracy of the recognised plate increases.
Between 4-8 meters the accuracy is about 0.61 for HD images, which is
much lower than what we observed in our experiments without mobility.
The lower accuracy is the result of increased number of failures when attempting to recognise the plate as a consequence of the problems that the
device faced to stabilise the images due to vibrations resulting from motion.
Note that, in our experiments, we have also included results when two vehicles were 4 meters apart, even though warning generation starts at 5 meters,
because the application needs to keep alerting the drivers even when the distance is less than 5 meters. We have no results from below 4 meters as it
was difficult to emulate such dangerous situations in real experiments and
also because sometimes the plate of the car ahead was outside the captured
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frame when the two cars were very close to each other.
Finally, we also tried to repeat the same experiments involving motion, during night time, to make a comparison of how the application performs under low lighting conditions. We were unable to identify plates during the
night using all three different resolutions due to several reasons: the camera
equipped in the smartphones found it hard to focus under low lighting conditions; vehicles usually have lights near the license plate that are present to
help illuminate the plate in darkness, but these lights, in our case, made it
more difficult for the camera to focus; and, when the car behind closed in on
the car ahead, reflections due to its headlights made the plate illegible.
3.2.2.4.

Conclusion: Forward Collision Warning

We have presented an Android FCW application that uses plate recognition
and inter-vehicular communication to alerts drivers on getting too close to the vehicle in front. We have performed various experiments with our application and
found out that, although mobile devices with faster processors tends to function
better, high end models still take too long to recognise license plates (in the order
of seconds), which is the strongest reason impeding the adoption of the solution.
Critical safety applications, such as the one we have presented here, need to process more than one image per second, for performance-related reliability. Also,
the camera on the devices was not powerful enough to stabilise images captured
when in motion and conditions involving low light. Thus, we might still have to
wait for more powerful devices of the future. Apart from these hardware-related
issues, our application is able to function in bidirectional two-lane roads, capable
of detecting plates of cars coming from the opposite direction or static parked cars,
and discard these cases without warning generation with the help of a test that we
have designed, named the Same Direction Test. Even though this test performs
well, it does not take into account multiple lane roads where cars would be travelling in the same direction. Thus, situations might arise where unwanted warnings
are generated upon the identification of the plate of a vehicle travelling on a different lane but in the same direction, which is within the communication range of
the vehicle using our application. This problem has been left as future work and
needs to be addressed.

4

EYES: The Video Overtaking Aid
The ITS area has experienced great developments in the recent past, although
suffering from slow adoption rates, thus depriving consumers of many interesting
and innovative applications. The only way to resolve this problem is to develop
ITS solutions using the already available technologies that are within the grasp
of the common people, to make them cost-effective, quick to deploy, and easy to
adopt. We have therefore developed an affordable ITS system that makes use of
standard smartphones to assist drivers when overtaking.
Accidents while overtaking are considered by many sources [187] as one of the
main reasons behind injuries and loss of lives on the road. Owing to the fact that
scarce opportunities arise to practise overtaking during standard driving lessons, it
is no surprise that errors may be committed by both inexperienced and experienced
drivers alike. Groeger and Clegg [188], in their analysis of manoeuvres in lessons
that stretched over 550 hours, deduced that practising overtaking only formed 5%
of the total duration. Once identified as a major and critical problem, overtaking
was studied in detail at the University of Nottingham, and their findings can be
accessed at [189]. Thus, our aim was to address this problem and make the roads
safer by developing a real-time visual overtaking assistant application that works
without user intervention.
The application developed aims at providing visual overtaking assistance, and
it runs on the Android platform. The system autonomously creates a network
among close-by vehicles, and it provides drivers with a real-time video feed from
the one located just ahead. Our system seamlessly offers a better view of the
road, and of any vehicle travelling in the opposite direction, being especially use-
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ful when the front view of the driver is blocked by large vehicles. We have validated our overtaking assistance system in both laboratory environment and realistic
scenarios. The minimum hardware requirement for our application is the use of a
smartphone equipped with GPS, wifi, and a back camera. The smartphone running
our application is to be mounted on the vehicle windshield, and the camera is used
to record a video which is transmitted over the vehicular network to the vehicle
located just behind where it is displayed. This way, it provides an enhanced multimedia information aid to the drivers based on which they might decide whether to
overtake. It is important that the devices being used possess GPS because, based
on location information, both the source and destination of the video stream are
chosen. It is to be kept in mind that the video streaming occurs between cars travelling in the same direction, and always occurs from the vehicle in front to the
vehicle travelling behind. The smartphone is to be mounted in such a manner that
its screen faces the driver, and the back camera points towards the windshield.
Care should be taken that the camera has a clear view of the road in front, and of
the cars coming from the opposite direction, so that, when the video is streamed,
the driver of the car behind is made aware of the traffic situation ahead of it. The
drivers would only receive and check this video when they wish to overtake the vehicle ahead, basing their decision on what they see in the video, being especially
useful in scenarios where the view of the driver is blocked by a larger vehicle, or
when a long queue of cars is located ahead and the driver wishes to overtake. It is
important to note that our application works without user interaction once started.
Also, the video streaming and playback always occurs between the car just in-front
and the vehicle following it to eliminate any confusion that might arise if the video
was streamed by the leader of the queue. In such a case, the driver, unaware of
the number of cars ahead, would be overtaking in dangerous situations. Another
added advantage of using this type of communication is that our application does
not suffer from typical multi-hop delays.
We have evaluated the developed application in both indoor and outdoor scenarios. The indoor tests involved comparing the performance of the application
using two different video codecs, namely H.264 [190] and MJPEG 1 , which involves compressing the video stream separately as JPEG [191] images. These two
encoding formats were compared focusing mainly on the delay between capture
and playback of the video stream. Then, choosing the best codec based on the
indoor experiments, we have performed outdoor tests involving real cars. A more
detailed explanation about the developed application in terms of its architecture,
design, implementation issues, and results obtained will be provided in the following sections.

1 More

on MJPEG: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motion JPEG
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Application Overview

Our application enables vehicles to perform real-time streaming of the view
as seen by the driver sitting in the car ahead, thus providing users with visual
assistance during overtaking. This is specially useful in bidirectional two-lane
highway scenarios with one lane allotted per direction of traffic movement. For
our application to function properly, the users need to have a smartphone with
GPS and a back camera, besides the availability of the vehicular network for data
transmission.
The working of our overtaking aid application can be explained in three easy
steps. In step one the sender and the receiver vehicle of the video stream is selected
using some special tests and conditions. The second step involves the transmission
of the video being captured by the sender, and its display at the receiver end. In the
third step, which is also the last one, video transmission and playback are stopped
when video transmission is no longer necessary.
Step one, which involves the election of video source and destination, begins
with the broadcast of an advertisement message by devices running our application. This advertisement message is basically an announcement of video availability by nearby vehicles, containing information regarding the location of the vehicle
broadcasting the advertisement packet, and its direction of motion. Each vehicle,
while broadcasting the video availability message, also listens for advertisement
messages coming from its neighbours. Upon receiving an advertisement packet,
the vehicle receiving it verifies whether the sender is a valid source from which
a video stream may be requested. This validity check involves tests to find out
whether the source is travelling just ahead of the receiver on the same lane, and
in the same direction. If more than one valid video source is detected, then the
receiver selects the best source from all valid sources requesting the video. The
selection is based on the distance between source and receiver. A more detailed
explanation of the validity check to select the video source is provided later in the
section to follow.
The selected source vehicle, upon receiving the request for the video, starts
streaming the video signal to the destination over the vehicular network in step
two. However, before starting the video transmission, the source checks the validity of the request for video by performing the same validity check, used by the destination node before sending the request in step one. At the destination, the video
is displayed on-screen for the driver as soon as its reception starts. The streaming
of the video by the sender, and its playback at the receiver end, is stopped when
the receiving vehicle successfully overtakes the sender, or when it stops following
the sender; in either case the video stream becomes irrelevant.
Figure 4.1 depicts step one previously explained. In the case depicted in this
figure, there are four cars, and all of them are using our application. CAR-A and
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Figure 4.1: Functional overview of the application - Step one.

CAR-B are moving in the same direction, while CAR-C and CAR-D are moving
in the opposite direction. In the beginning, all the cars broadcast advertisement
packets containing information about the sender location and the direction of motion, as shown in figure 4.1a. CAR-C is outside the communications range of all
the other cars, and hence it is unable to receive any packets transmitted by them.
Upon receiving advertisement packets, each car performs the validity check to detect if the source of the advertisement is travelling ahead of it, on the same lane
and direction. Here, only CAR-A finds the advertisement message sent by CAR-B
to be valid, and thus sends a video request to CAR-B, as depicted in figure 4.1b.
Once CAR-B receives the video request, it performs the validity check to ascertain if the sender of the video request is following it, and travelling on the same
lane. Since here the validity check is satisfied, CAR-B starts streaming video to

CAR-D

CAR-C

VIEW
CAR-A

Video streaming and playback

CAR-B

Figure 4.2: Functional overview of the application - Step two.
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CAR-A, as shown in figure 4.2. CAR-A then starts playing the video stream for
its driver as soon it starts receiving the stream. Notice that a particular vehicle may
act as both the video source and destination, a situation which might arise when
there is a queue of cars travelling in the same direction or platooning. In that case,
a vehicle might receive a video aid from the node travelling ahead, while streaming
its own view to the node following it.

CAR-D

CAR-C

CAR-B

CAR-A

Figure 4.3: Functional overview of the application - Step three.

Figure 4.3 points out one of the two cases which might lead to the end of video
streaming and playback. In the figure, we can see that CAR-A has overtaken CARB, which causes the video streaming to stop. Now, since CAR-A is travelling just
ahead of CAR-B and in the same direction, CAR-B might request overtaking aid
from CAR-A.

4.2.

Implementation Details

In the previous section we have seen an overview of the main application features. In this section we are going to see in detail the different working components
of our proposed application, and how they work together to provide users with the
visual aid while performing overtaking manoeuvres.

4.2.1.

The Video Server and Client

Apart from the fact that the functionality of our application can be split into
three steps, we are also aware that each node running our architecture can work as
a server and client at the same time. This means that all nodes have the capacity
to receive video from a node and display it, while streaming video to a completely
different node. However, for the sake of clarity, we are going to consider two
devices running our application placed in two different cars, out of which only one
will be acting as the server streaming video, while the other will act as a client by
merely receiving the stream. Even though at the beginning of step one the roles of
vehicles are not defined, we will refer to vehicles as server and client according to
the roles they will be attaining in the future.
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Figure 4.4: State diagram of the Server and Client.
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Figure 4.4 presents all the possible states of the client and server. At the outset
of step one, the server is in the notify state, while the client is in the listen state, as
displayed in figures 4.4a and 4.4b. The server, in the notify state, starts advertising
the availability of the video feed by broadcasting an advertisement message (hello
packet), and also listens for replies from clients. The hello message accommodates
location and direction information of the server, so that the client, upon receiving
the message, can extract the location information and use it to analyse whether the
server is travelling ahead and in the same direction. The client, on the other hand,
remains listening for advertisements from servers, being in the listen state from the
beginning, as depicted in figure 4.4b. Upon receiving hello messages from servers,
the client performs the validity check and then, if the test conditions are satisfied,
the information is stored in a queue of candidate servers.
The validity check used to initiate video streaming consists of three test conditions, namely the same direction test, ahead test, and the same lane test. The same
direction test, as the name suggests, is used to detect whether the two vehicles are
travelling in the same direction. With the help of the ahead test, the application
makes sure that the source of the video stream is travelling ahead of the receiver.
Once the same direction test and ahead test have been fulfilled, the same lane test
is used to be sure that the leading vehicle and the one behind, are travelling on the
same lane. We will take a look at these tests in detail later in this chapter. Hence,
if the validity check is satisfied, then the two vehicles are assumed to be travelling
in the same direction, one following the other on the same lane, and the vehicle
behind may request the video stream from the vehicle ahead.
The client, which was in the listen state, after having prepared a list of all valid
servers performing the validity check, selects the best server based on the distance
between the server and client. Next, the chosen server is sent a request for the
video stream by the client, which moves to the request state. The server, upon
receiving the request from the client, executes the validity check before replying to
the client with a ready or reject message. A ready message is sent if the outcome
of the validity check is positive; otherwise, a reject is transmitted, and the server
state changes to reply. The server state may further change to stream, or move
back to the notify state, depending on its own reply to the client. On the other
hand, the client state changes from request to play only if the reply from the server
was a ready message containing the video sender port number; otherwise, it goes
back to the listen state. Table 4.1 lists the different packets exchanged between the
server and the client.
Step two, which involves video streaming and playback at the server and client
ends, respectively, begins only if the server is in the stream state, and the client is
in the play state. Apart from streaming video, the server in this step sends a data
message containing its location, direction, and speed information to the client.
Such data message is relayed every second, and the purpose of this message is to
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Request
Ready
Reject
Data
Data-Ack
End

Hello

Message Type
Client
Server
Server
Server
Client
Client

Server

Message Source

Request
Request
Request
Play
Play
Play

Listen

Client State

Notify
Reply
Reply
Stream
Stream
Stream

Notify

Server State

Location and Direction
Video sender port
Location, Direction and Speed
-

Location and Direction

Message Contents

Table 4.1: Messages exchanged between the Server and Client.
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detect if video streaming is necessary. The client, upon receipt of the data message
from the server, verifies if the conditions of the validity check are fulfilled. If not,
it is assumed that the video streaming is no longer necessary. If the validity check
returns a positive result, it responds to the server by sending a data-ack message
to keep the video connection alive.
If video streaming is no longer necessary, which would be the case on completion of overtaking manoeuvres, or if the car behind stops following the car ahead,
step three is initiated. In this step, the client requests the server to stop the video
streaming by sending an end message. The client state changes to the end state
before switching to the listen state, once again during step three. On the other
hand, the server may end video streaming upon receipt of the end message from
the client, or if no data-ack message is received (it is used to keep the connection between the server and client alive). In our implementation, we have fixed
the waiting time for a data-ack to 3 seconds, because the selected waiting time is
considered to be adequate enough as all communication occurs between two cars,
one just ahead of the other.

4.2.2.

Validity Check

Includes a group of conditions imposed by the application to detect which
vehicle should stream video, and which one should receive it. It consists of three
test conditions called Same Direction Test, Ahead Test, and Same Lane Test. As
the name suggests, the Same Direction Test is used to find out if the two cars are
travelling in the same direction. The Ahead Test is a condition to evaluate if the
source of the video is ahead of the video destination. Lastly, the Same Lane Test is
used to asses if both the vehicles are travelling on the same lane.

4.2.2.1.

Same Direction Test

This test is used to find out if two cars are travelling in the same direction, and
is similar to the one used in our Android FCW application. The only difference is
that this test used in our overtaking application has been modified to use multiple
GPS observations for construction of the displacement vector of the vehicles.
As can be seen from figure 4.5, we construct displacement vectors of the cars
travelling ahead and behind. These displacement vectors are constructed using
multiple GPS points, and later regression [192] methods are employed to improve
the accuracy. We then calculate the angle between the two vectors. If the calculated angle is under 12.5 degrees, then we consider that the cars are travelling in
the same direction. The threshold of 12.5 degrees was established from previous
experiments with the FCW application.
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Figure 4.5: Same Direction Test.

4.2.2.2.

Ahead Test

This test is used to evaluate if one of the vehicles is travelling ahead of the
other. The importance of this test lies in the fact that the video streaming in our
application always takes place between the car ahead and the vehicle behind, when
both of them are travelling in the same direction and on the same lane.
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CAR-A
Vector A

tion
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Correct AR-B
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Vector A

Vector

B

Vector

B

CAR-B

Figure 4.6: Ahead Test.

Figure 4.6 shows how the Ahead Test is performed. We construct displacement
vectors of the two vehicles using its current and past locations. Then, using regression analysis, we try to correct the lateral error in their location. We then construct
a perpendicular line (P) at the current corrected location of the vehicle travelling
behind. Now if the current corrected location of CAR-B lies to the right of line P
in this case, then we can safely assume that CAR-B is ahead of the other car.
4.2.2.3.

Same Lane Test

This test evaluates if the cars are travelling on the same lane, and it is used
to make sure that video streaming does not start from the vehicle behind to the
vehicle ahead unless it has completed the overtaking manoeuvre, and it assumes a
new position in front of the vehicle that was travelling ahead of it previously.
Our video based overtaking aid is to be used in bidirectional two-lane highways, where one lane is used for either direction of traffic; notice that in other
cases, like one-way streets or roads with multiple lanes for same direction of traffic, it would not be useful. On first thought, it would seem that the two tests: Same
Direction Test and Ahead Test, would be sufficient to detect which car is travelling
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Figure 4.7: Importance of the Same Lane Test.

ahead, and to distinguish them from vehicles coming from the opposite direction.
However, figure 4.7 shows why a third condition is important. In this figure we
see that CAR-A and CAR-B are moving in the same direction, while CAR-C is
travelling in the opposite direction. CAR-A, that was previously following CARB, starts receiving video from it, and decides to perform an overtaking manoeuvre.
While CAR-A tries to overtake, it will eventually reach a point where it is on the
other lane, ahead of CAR-B, and travelling in the same direction. At this point, if
we apply just the Same Direction Test and Ahead Test, video streaming would start
from CAR-A to CAR-B, while it is on the other lane. Thus, to avoid this type of
situations, the Same Lane Test plays an important role.
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B
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Vector A

Vector A
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Figure 4.8: Same Lane Test.

On looking closely at figure 4.8, we observe that the Same Lane Test involves
extending the displacement vector of the car travelling behind, and finding the
projection of all the corrected locations of the car ahead, on the displacement of
the car behind. We then find out the distances (d1 , d2 , d3 , ...) between the corrected
positions of the car ahead and their projection on the vector of the car behind. The
average of these distances (d) is used for the evaluation of the test. If this distance
(d) is less than equal to half the width of the lane, then the two cars are on the
same lane. Here we do not just compare the distance between the current corrected
location of the vehicle ahead and its projection on the displacement vector of the
vehicle behind, because in our preliminary trials with the Same Lane Test, we
observed that the use of the average distance improved the reliability of this test.
For improving the accuracy of the test, we take advantage of the concept that
the EYES application is only useful in undivided dual carriageways where there
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is traffic in both directions, and traffic in each direction uses a single lane. Thus,
we can make the assumption that for right hand traffic, if the corrected location of
the car ahead lies to the right of the displacement vector of the car behind, then no
matter the value of d, we can assume the cars are on the same lane.

-L/2

L

Figure 4.9: Limits of the Same Lane Test.

Figure 4.9 better explains the idea. The displacement vector of the car behind
is considered to coincide with the centerline of the lane. Thus, if the car ahead
is currently anywhere from +∞ to −L/2 from the displacement vector of the car
behind, then we consider that the cars are on the same lane. Note that here L
represents the width of the lane.
Next, we want to make a theoretical analysis of the developed Same Lane Test
to evaluate the kind of performance we could expect from it. Here we assume that
we are using two GPS positions to construct the displacement vectors of the vehicles, and that the error involved in the position can be characterised by a normal
distribution, to simplify the interpretation of the test.
For the purpose of the analysis, let us consult figure 4.10. Assume that the
current and previous position of the vehicle behind (CAR-A) is known through

L

√2σA

CAR-A

dt

σP
dc

Figure 4.10: Theoretical analysis of the Same Lane Test.

CAR-B
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differential GPS up to an immediate error characterised by a normal distribution
with standard deviation σA . Given two measurements of its position separated
by a distance
√ dt , the uncertainty on the direction of its driving vector is given by
arctan( 2σA /dt ), assuming that the uncertainly in both their positions will be
similar since they are close to one another, and receive location update from the
same satellite constellation. Under the hypothesis that the driving vector is centered and parallel with respect to its driving lane, the uncertainty distribution of the
lateral position of the centerline
√ of the lane at a distance dc in front of the vehicle
has standard deviation σP = 2σA (dc + dt )/dt . The same uncertainty distribution applies to the position of the adjacent driving lane, with its mean shifted by
the lane width L. The True Positive Rate (TP) of the Same Lane Test is the area of
the own lane’s normal distribution right of the lane separation, and is equal to the
accuracy of the test, calculated as follows:
Accuracy = T P =

4.2.3.

1 1
dt L
+ erf (
)
2 2
4(dc + dt )σA

(4.1)

Video Transmission

Our application relies on the Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) [193] for
sending video over the vehicular network. It is used to establish and control the
media sessions between the server and the client while they are in the stream and
play states, respectively.
Figure 4.11 illustrates all the data and commands exchanged between the server
and client. The server (video sender) initially listens for any incoming connection
from the client (video receiver) on a predefined port, here we assume it is port A.
This port is made known to the client with the help of the ready message sent by
the server in response to the video request made by the client. Thus, the client
communicates with server at port A, making use of local port X to send or receive
packets.
The entire communication between the server and client can be explained in
three steps:
1. Step-I: used to setup the video streaming process.
2. Step-II: the video data transfer takes place.
3. Step-III: includes the exchange of data to terminate the video streaming.
In Step-I, the client enquires all the options supported by the RTSP server. The
server replies to the request by listing all the commands that it supports, which
in our case includes describe, setup, play and teardown. The client, by using
the describe command, asks the server about the video properties that the server
would be sending, to which the server replies. Afterwards, the client requests the
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server to start configuring the video streaming process, using the setup option.
This results in the server replying with the port numbers to be used for the sending
and receiving of the video, as well as audio data, if any. Note that our application
only makes use of video data, but no audio. In this case, port numbers B and C are
to be used for receiving, while D and E are used for sending. Hence, following the
instructions provided by the server, the client tries to open ports B and C before
sending the play request. The server acknowledges the play request by the client,
and then, in Step-II, an exchange of video data takes place between the server and
client using the previously negotiated ports. UDP is used for the sending of audio
and video data, while in the other steps, messages are exchanged using TCP. To
stop video streaming, the client initiates a teardown request, to which the server
acknowledges, causing the video streaming to end.

4.2.4.

Creating the vehicular network

For proper operation, the developed application assumes the availability of a
vehicular network. Although, the vehicles we use on a daily basis still lack the
capability to communicate with one another. So, for testing EYES, we equipped
cars with GRCBoxes (discussed in the previous chapter) inside them. GRCBox
enables the integration of smartphones to vehicular networks. It was developed
mainly due to the difficulty in creating an adhoc network using smartphones. Another important feature provided by GRCBox is the support for V2X communications. The different networks supported by the GRCBox include adhoc, cellular
and wifi access points, among others. Thus, we use the adhoc network support of
the GRCBoxes to create the required network for our application.

Vehicular
Network
GRC

Video playback

GRC
CAR-A

Video recording

CAR-C

GRC
CAR-B

Figure 4.12: Our application working together with GRCBox.

Figure 4.12 shows how EYES works when combined with GRCBox. Each car
within the vehicular network has a GRCBox mounted. The smartphones of the
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Figure 4.13: The experiments with EYES in real scenario.
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passengers within the car are connected to the GRCBox, which is equipped with
wifi-enabled USB interfaces to communicate in adhoc mode, creating a vehicular
network. Even though each GRCBox is supposed to be equipped with 802.11p devices for vehicular communication, we used 802.11a devices instead, as 802.11penabled hardware was not available while setting up the GRCBox to perform the
tests. In future experiments we intend to use 802.11p compatible hardware to take
advantage of the WAVE standard.
As shown in figure 4.12, Car-B is ahead of the Car-A, and both of them are
travelling in the same direction and running our application, so the smartphone in
Car-B starts recording the video autonomously and sending it to Car-A, relying
on the vehicular network created using the GRCBoxes available within the cars.
Concerning the video, it is played onscreen on the device in Car-A as soon as video
reception starts.
Figure 4.13 shows a photograph taken during one of the outdoor tests with the
EYES application. In this picture, we can see our application taking advantage of
the GRCBox for delivering video aid to the driver of the car, depending on which
he or she might decide the safe moment to start the overtaking manoeuvre. Here,
the car in front is trying to take a right turn, and the car behind is receiving the
video from the car ahead and playing it onscreen, enabling to see what the driver
in the car ahead is observing at that instant.

4.3.

Application Validation

In this section, we are going to present the results obtained using our application. The application was deployed for validation in both laboratory and outdoor
scenarios at the Technical University of Valencia, Spain, and Ghent University,
Belgium, respectively. The experiments done in the laboratory environment aimed
at selecting the best video codec and performance settings for our application.
Once the application parameters were selected from our laboratory experiments,
we went ahead to test the application outdoors in real scenarios.

4.3.1.

Laboratory Evaluation

During application development, Android supported the encoding of video in
H.263 [194] and H.264 formats, and images in the JPEG and Portable Network
Graphics (PNG) [195] formats. We decided to use H.264 and the simpler MJPEG
codecs in our drive safety application, and compare their performance in terms
of how the video quality is affected for both of them in the presence of packet
losses, as well as the delay involved between capture and playback. Based on the
obtained results, we choose the most relevant codec for our real-time video-based
overtaking application.
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Video Quality Experiments

For the first set of experiments in the laboratory environment we determined
how the quality of the video is affected when there are losses. The idea here is
to select the video codec that is least affected by losses, because our application
is to be used in a wireless environment with nodes in constant motion, and so the
communication between the nodes will be affected by information losses.
The first metric that we are going to use to compare the two video codecs is
PSNR [196], which is the ratio between the maximum possible power of a signal
and the power of the distorting noise that affects the quality of representation of
the original signal.
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Figure 4.14: Variation of PSNR with Packet loss for H.264 and MJPEG.

Figure 4.14 shows how the PSNR for the video produced using H.264 and
MJPEG is affected by the presence of packet losses. It can be seen from the graph
that the percentage of packet losses was varied from 0 to 20 percent. A loss of 0
percent means the receiver obtains exactly the same video that the sender transmits,
in which case the PSNR should be theoretically undefined. But since a comparison
is made between the received video stream and the original RAW data, which is
encoded before being sent, the PSNR value is never undefined. For the case when
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there are no losses, it can be noted that H.264 performs better than MJPEG. The
reason for this phenomenon is that MJPEG is a much simpler codec compared
to H.264, and so there is no inter-frame compression involved, resulting in an
output video that occupies more space. The encoder for MJPEG tries to reduce
the network usage by producing a video of lesser quality than the one produced
by the H.264 encoder, resulting in better PSNR values in case of H.264. However,
as packet loss appears in the scenario, we can see that H.264 is more affected
than MJPEG, as PSNR values fall more steeply for H.264, which is due to its
dependency on inter-frame compression.
Another important metric for the comparison of image or video quality is the
SSIM [197, 198] index. SSIM is a method for measuring the perceived similarity
between two images, and it is designed to improve upon traditional methods such
as PSNR and Mean Squared Error (MSE) [199]. Similar experiments are repeated
with H.264 and MJPEG once again, but this time to calculate the SSIM values for
each of the video codecs.
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Figure 4.15: Variation of SSIM with Packet loss for H.264 and MJPEG.

Figure 4.15 compares the SSIM values for H.264 and MJPEG, and how it is
affected by packet losses. This figure shows similar trends as in figure 4.14, but in
this case the SSIM values decline more smoothly in the presence of data loss. It is
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important to note that, according to the SSIM index, the difference in the quality
of the initial videos produced from the RAW data by the two video encoders is not
that significant, being that the video produced by the H.264 encoder is only sightly
better. However, as packet loss increases, the quality of the H.264 video is more
affected than in the case of MJPEG.
Thus, the inference from our video quality experiments is that MJPEG is a
better choice as the video codec to be used in the proposed application for our high
mobility vehicular scenarios, especially when considering that it is more resilient
to packet losses than H.264.

4.3.2.

Application Delay Experiments

An important parameter to determine the functionality of our application, which
is characterised by providing a visual aid to drivers to assist them in overtaking,
is the delay between video capture and its playback. If this delay is too high,
the video played at the receiver end would be of no real use to the driver. Thus,
we have to first calculate the maximum admissible delay that we can afford, and
then find out if the delay requirement is fulfilled by the different resolutions of our
chosen MJPEG compression scheme, as well as the H.264 video codec.
For calculating the maximum allowable delay for our application, it is important to have an idea of the safe overtaking distance between the car trying to
overtake and the car coming from the opposite direction. This is because the application delay would cause the car coming from the opposite direction to be actually
closer to the overtaking vehicle than it appears.

Current position
of CAR-C
CAR-C
Error in position
VIEW
CAR-A

Video streaming and playback

CAR-B

Figure 4.16: Error due to delay.

Figure 4.16 explains the idea that the vehicle coming from the opposite direction, in this case CAR-C, would be closer than it is seen in the displayed video at
CAR-A, due to the delay in between capture at CAR-B and its playback at CARA. While studying the explained phenomenon, Crawford [200] found that, under
ideal conditions, a distance of 228.6 meters is required for overtaking at about
80.47 km/h. However, Hills [201] further showed that, for both overtaking and
incoming vehicle speeds of 80.47 km/h, the total overtaking distance required is
of the order of 457.2 meters, twice the distance recommended by Crawford.
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Our application has been designed to be used majorly while driving on single
carriageways where the road is undivided and has traffic moving in both directions
with high velocity. Now, let us assume that we have two cars moving in the opposite direction at 80.47 km/h (similar to the assumptions made by Hills). The
relative velocity (VR ) can be calculated using the formula:
VR = VA + VB
where VA and VB are the velocities of the two cars, and VR is found to be 160.94
km/h or 44.706 m/s. Limiting the maximum error in the positioning of the vehicle
coming from the opposite direction to 5 percent of the total overtaking distance of
457.2 meters as suggested by Hills, would allow an error of 22.86 meters. Now,
considering the maximum error in positioning as 22.86 meters, and a relative velocity of 44.706 m/s, the maximum allowable delay for our application is 0.511
seconds in accordance with the equation: time = distance/speed.
In the next experiment with the two codecs, we will see whether both of them
fulfil our strict delay requirement. It is to be noted that fulfilling the time constraint
would make our application usable even while driving on roads with a higher speed
limit than the assumed speed of 80.47 km/h. This is because vehicles driven at a
higher speed would also proportionally need a larger overtaking distance from the
vehicle coming in the opposite direction. Compared to H.264, MJPEG is a simpler video compression format since the video stream is compressed separately as
JPEG images. Thus, when talking about compression-ratios, the performance of
4.5
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Figure 4.17: Variation of throughput with JPEG quality for a 10 FPS MJPEG video.
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MJPEG is limited. So, to make a comparison between H.264 and MJPEG encoding schemes for Android devices in terms of delay, we first calculate the throughput
of MJPEG video for different resolutions, so that we can eventually make delay
versus throughput comparisons for the two encoding formats.
In Figure 4.17, the frames per second of the MJPEG video stream was fixed
at 10 because we believe that a 10 FPS video is sufficient for our application.
Also, the JPEG compression function used to generate the frames required for the
video feed accepts a value between 0 and 100. The value 0 produces the worst
perceived quality, but the highest compression, while the opposite occurs for 100.
For our experiments, the quality of the JPEG in the video stream was varied from
20 to 80 percent, since for lower values the video quality was too low, whereas a
JPEG quality of more than 80 percent did not show any significant improvements
in the perceived quality. From the figure we can observe that, for a resolution of
320x240, the average throughput varies from 0.405 to 1.029 Mbps. For 640x480, it
lies between 0.976 and 2.336 Mbps, and in case of 1280x720 resolution, it ranges
between 1.805 and 4.177 Mbps.
We now supply the throughput values we achieved for MJPEG to the H.264
encoder to make a comparison between them, and to obtain the delay for the two
types of encoding formats for different resolutions.
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Figure 4.18: Delay comparisons for 320x240 MJPEG and H.264 video streams.

Figure 4.18 allows observing that, for a resolution of 320x240, the average
delay for MJPEG suffers minimal variations (from 0.24 to 0.27 seconds), whereas
for H.264, it increases from 0.71 to 2.92 seconds.
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Figure 4.19: Delay comparisons for 640x480 MJPEG and H.264 video streams.

Similarly, figure 4.19 shows that the average delay ranges from 0.26 to 0.31
seconds for MJPEG, and from 0.7 to 1.22 seconds for H.264 video, the resolution
being 640x480 for both the encoding formats.
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Figure 4.20: Delay comparisons for 1280x720 MJPEG and H.264 video streams.
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Eventually, in figure 4.20, which compares H.264 with MJPEG for a resolution
of 1280x720, we see that, in case MJPEG is used, the mean delay ranges between
0.4 and 0.44 seconds, and it is in the range from 0.72 to 1.44 seconds for H.264.
Thus, in all the cases, MJPEG outperforms H.264 when considering delay in scenarios involving Android devices. Now, keeping in mind the delay requirement
we have set previously, we are able to use any resolution of up to HD for MJPEG
video encoding.
4.3.2.1.

Chosen Video Settings

Next, we want to select the most appropriate resolution and JPEG quality for
the MJPEG video stream for use in the scope of our application. The proper functioning of the application is largely dependent on the availability of a vehicular
network, which has been created using GRCBoxes. Thus, this selection process
depends on the bandwidth provided by the vehicular network. From our experiments with the GRCBox, we found that it is capable of providing a mean bandwidth of 10.5 Mbps for TCP traffic, and 15.5 Mbps for UDP traffic, although the
worst value for both TCP and UDP was close to 5.5 Mbps. Since an Android
device with our application installed can simultaneously act as video source and
destination, the effective bandwidth available for one-way video transmission in
the worst-case scenario is 2.75 Mbps. At a data rate of 2.75 Mbps, all the different combinations of resolution up to HD with JPEG quality up to 50 percent,
as suggested by Figure 4.17, can be supported by the vehicular network created
using GRCBoxes; consequently, we chose the MJPEG compression scheme with
a resolution of HD at 10 FPS with JPEG quality set to 50 percent for the video
stream, owing to its better performance in terms of delay, while meeting throughput limitations.

4.3.3.

Outdoor tests

Now, using the chosen setting from our indoor experiments carried out in the
laboratory environment, we performed some simple tests in the parking area of the
Ghent University Schoonmeersen Campus. The experiments were performed on
very straight roads of two lanes exploiting the fact that overtaking will usually be
performed on straight segments of the road, rather than at curves or bents. During
our experiments, we evaluated the conditions that are a part of the validity check
on which our EYES application depends.
4.3.3.1.

Same Direction Test

As we have already seen from section 4.2.2, the Same Direction Test is used
to check if the two vehicles are travelling in the same direction, and is dependent
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on a threshold value. The value of this threshold was established at 12.5 degrees,
from experiments performed with our Android FCW application presented in the
previous chapter.
Next, we want to verify when one vehicle follows the other, travelling in the
same direction and on the same lane, if the established threshold of 12.5 degrees
would always hold in the context of this test. Note that, since regression is performed to correct lateral errors of the GPS positions before constructing the displacement vectors of the vehicles, we have made a comparison of Least Absolute
Deviations (LAD) [202], Linear, Least Trimmed Squares (LTS) [203], Repeated
Median [204], and Single Median or the Theil–Sen estimator [205] regression
models.

Result of the Same Direction Test
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Figure 4.21: Results of the Same Direction Test when both the vehicles were moving on the
same lane and direction.

Figure 4.21 shows the result from the Same Direction Test when the vehicles
were actually moving in the same direction. A value equal to 1 signifies a positive
result from the test all the time, while 0 means a negative outcome from the test.
Here the ground truth was known since the vehicles were indeed moving in the
same direction, thus we can see that Linear regression gives the best result of 0.92,
followed by Single Median and LAD with 0.91, while in the case of Repeated
Median and LTS, the test achieves success 89 % of the times. Thus, we observe
similar performance from all the five different types of regression methods considered here, with failure rate between 8 to 11% of the times, even when the vehicles
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Figure 4.22: Angles measured by the Same Direction Test when both the vehicles were
moving on the same lane and direction.

are known to be travelling in the same direction.
Figure 4.22 depicts the angles measured by the Same Direction Test when the
vehicles were moving in the same direction. We already set the threshold of this
test to 12.5 degrees in accordance with previous experiments. The aim was to
see if the values achieved were within this predefined threshold. As can be seen
from the figure, angles measured using the different regression methods were well
below the threshold value.
Next, we wanted to study the effect of the length of displacement vectors and
inter-vehicular distance on this test. For this reason, we define a ratio (dt /dc ) of
the length of the displacement vector of the vehicle behind (dt ), and the distance
from the vehicle behind to the projection of the current corrected location of the
vehicle ahead on the displacement vector of the vehicle behind (dc ). Figure 4.23
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Figure 4.23: Definition of dt and dc .
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Figure 4.24: Results of the Same Direction Test grouped according to the ratio of dt /dc
when the vehicles are travelling in the same direction.

explains the defined terms.
Figure 4.24 shows the performance of the Same Direction Test grouped according to the ratio of dt /dc . We observe that the Linear and the Single Median
regressions perform better than the rest, and with higher values of dt /dc the test
produces better results. This means that if the displacement vector of the vehicle
behind is sufficiently large, and the inter-vehicular distance is small, the Same Direction Test provides better results. In case of Linear regression the efficiency of
this test rises from 83 to 98%, while it varies from 0.81 to 0.98 for Single Median.
This means that, as the car behind slowly approaches the vehicle in front, this test
used by our application will show improved performance.
Figure 4.25 illustrates the angles measured by the Same Direction Test when
the two vehicles were travelling in the same direction and on the same lane. It can
be seen that the angles measured are well below the threshold limit of 12.5 degrees,
and with higher values of dt /dc , the angles measured are also much lower.
4.3.3.2.

Ahead Test

The Ahead Test is used to detect if a possible source of video is actually ahead
of the video receiver vehicle. In the experiments with this condition, we used two
vehicles: one ahead and the other following it on the same lane, at all times. The
aim of the experiment was to examine the performance of this test given a known
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Figure 4.25: Angles measured by the Same Direction Test grouped according to the ratio
of dt /dc when the vehicles are travelling in the same direction.
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Figure 4.26: Result from experiments with the Ahead Test when one vehicle is ahead of the
other.
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ground truth. The value of 1 represents that all outcomes of this test were positive,
while on the contrary, a value of 0 implies that the test failed in all of the cases
considered.
From figure 4.26 we can see that the different types of regressions, namely
LAD, Linear, LTS, Repeated Median, and Single Median show a very similar performance. We also find that, over 99% of the times, it is possible to efficiently
identify if the vehicle that wishes to stream video is actually travelling ahead of
the video destination.
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Figure 4.27: Result from experiments with the Ahead Test grouped according to the ratio
of dt /dc when one vehicle is ahead of the other.

Figure 4.27 confirms that the accuracy in detection of a vehicle travelling ahead
of the other is reduced with the increase in the value of dt /dc . As can be noted
from the figure, the accuracy of the test drops from 100 to 97% as the value of
ratio dt /dc increases from less than 0.33, to 0.99 and above. This is because,
when both the vehicles are far away from each other, it is easier to detect if the
other vehicle is ahead, but as the vehicle behind moves closer to the vehicle ahead
with the intention of overtaking, the detection becomes more difficult, and so the
Ahead Test fails more often in that case.
4.3.3.3.

Same Lane Test

This test is used to ascertain if the vehicles between which the video streaming
would take place, are actually travelling on the same lane.
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Figure 4.28: Result from experiments with the Same Lane Test when both vehicles were on
the same lane.

Figure 4.28 shows the results obtained in our experiments with the Same Lane
Test. It can be seen that LAD, and Linear regressions, obtain the best outcome
with the average of 0.69. They are followed by Single Median, LTS and Repeated
Median with averages of 0.68, 0.67, and 0.66 respectively. Note that, in this case,
the two vehicles were actually on the same lane, and thus higher values for this
experiments means better performance, with the maximum possible value of 1
indicating that all the cases were properly detected. Here, a maximum of 69% of
the cases were detected by the Same Lane Test. Also, it performs better than what
the theory of the test (equation 4.1) suggests, because in the theory two GPS points
are considered with similar uncertainty or sigma values, but in our experiments, we
have performed regression considering multiple points. In our preliminary analysis
of the Same Lane Test we had considered the construction of displacement vectors
with just two GPS locations, and in that case, the experimental results were in
accordance with what the theory suggests. However, since the uncertainty due to
the large inaccuracy in GPS data resulted in detection of only about 50% of the
cases when the vehicles were actually on the same lane, this led us to try and use
regression in our efforts to improve the achieved results.
Figure 4.29 depicts the effect of dt /dc , which is the ratio of the length of the
displacement vector of the vehicle behind (dt ), and the distance from the vehicle
behind to the projection of current corrected location of the vehicle ahead on the
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Figure 4.29: Result from experiments with the Same Lane Test grouped according to the
ratio of dt /dc when both vehicles were on the same lane.

displacement vector of the vehicle behind (dc ). We can observe from the figure
that, with an increase in the value of dt /dc from below 0.33 to more than 0.99, the
detection rate of our Same Lane Test increases from 0.63 to 0.75 for the LAD and
Linear regression methods. In addition, it rises from 0.61 to 0.75 for the case of
Single Median, ascending from 0.61 to 0.73 for LTS, and for Repeated Median, it
improves from 0.59 to 0.72.
In the next part of the study of our Same Lane Test, we will check its accuracy
when the two vehicles are actually travelling on different lanes. This way we
can confirm the usability of this test as it has been designed to actually detect
cases when overtaking is occurring, and the vehicle which was previously behind,
is now located on the other lane, ahead of the vehicle being followed. In such
situations, this test should make sure that video streaming does not start from the
overtaking vehicle to the vehicle that was previously ahead, unless the overtaking
vehicle completes the action and reaches its new position on the same lane.
Figure 4.30 allows observing that, when vehicles were travelling on different
lanes, the designed test that evaluates if they are on the same lane generates positive
results about 34% of the times when Single Median, Linear, LTS, and Repeated
Median regression analysis is employed. Whereas for LAD, the Same Lane Test
detects false positives in 35% of the cases. In this test, lower values are considered
better as vehicles were travelling on separate lanes. The results achieved here are
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Figure 4.30: Result from experiments with the Same Lane Test when vehicles were
travelling on different lanes.
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Figure 4.31: Result from experiments with the Same Lane Test grouped according to the
ratio of dt /dc when vehicles were on separate lanes.
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well in accordance with the ones accomplished and illustrated in figure 4.28.
From figure 4.31 we can perceive that, with the variation of dt /dc from below 0.33 to over 0.99, the detection of false positives drops from 0.42 to 0.23
for Single Median, which performs best in this case. Regarding other regression
methods, like LAD, Linear and LTS, erroneous detection by the Same Lane Test
reduces from 0.45 to 0.23, 0.42 to 0.24, and 0.43 to 0.24, respectively. The worst
performance is shown by Repeated Median, for which the detection rate changes
from 0.42 to 0.25 for varying values of the dt /dc ratio.

4.4.

Conclusions

We have introduced an application called EYES, that is able to provide drivers
with a real-time visual overtaking aid. The developed system makes use of smartphones to capture and display the video stream. The video provided by the vehicle
ahead is visible without user intervention at the vehicle just behind it by making
use of the smartphone display. Hence, our application provides drivers with useful
information about the traffic situation ahead, based on which the decision to overtake can be taken. This is specially useful when the view of the driver is blocked
by a larger vehicle ahead. Also, since the transmission of data takes place between
the vehicle just ahead to the one following it, there is no multi-hop relaying required, which makes us optimistic regarding its scalability and use in regions with
high traffic density. The developed application was tested in both laboratory and
outdoor scenarios.
The tests performed within the laboratory involved choosing the best video
settings for our application. In particular, it involved a comparison between H.264
and MJPEG video encoding formats; MJPEG was chosen as the default video
compression scheme due to its simplicity, better performance under losses, and
lower encoding delay. We have also introduced a validity check consisting of three
conditions, namely the Same Direction Test, the Ahead Test, and the Same Lane
Test to choose the most adequate video server and client, as well as to initiate
or terminate video streaming. These conditions have been kept very simple to
achieve low delays, and thus enhance the usefulness of our system. Out of these
three tests, the Same Direction Test is dependent on a threshold which we had
previously defined as 12.5 degrees, further experiments confirm that the threshold
value is good enough, and that all observations were under this value. Regarding
the Ahead Test, it showed gratifying performance, being able to detect 99% of the
cases on average when a vehicle is ahead of the other. Furthermore, when the
two vehicles are far apart from one another, to when the vehicle behind closes in
on the vehicle ahead, its efficiency decreases from 100% detection rate to 97%.
Nevertheless, the Same Lane Test was found to be more affected by the inaccuracy
of GPS data, and was able to efficiently detect 69% of the cases when the vehicles
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were using the same lane. Nevertheless, on analysing the accuracy of this test
based on the length of the displacement vectors and the inter-vehicular distances,
we found that the performance of the test improved from 0.63 to 0.75 in the cases
where LAD and Linear regression methods were employed.

5

Overall Conclusion
5.1.

Summary of contributions

The goal of our research was to develop and evaluate smartphone-based ITS
applications for VNs, and in turn study the of impact integrating smartphones to
VNs. Unfortunately, we found that the vehicles we use on a daily basis still lack
the capability to communicate with each other, due the slow adoption by manufacturers, hence making this analysis difficult. In addition, even though smartphones have the hardware capability to communicate in adhoc mode, it is limited
by its software since it was not designed for situations where adhoc communication would be necessary. To address this issue, we designed a credit card sized low
cost connectivity box named GRCBox that supports V2X communication. Each
vehicle that wishes to participate and take advantage of applications designed for
VNs has be equipped with our GRCBox, which acts as a router for data transmission. This communication box allows users within the vehicle to connect to it,
and choose which type of communication is to be used per session. Possible network options are wifi, cellular and adhoc networks. Users are allowed to add new
network interfaces as per their requirement, thus supporting V2X communication.
We also designed three safety applications for Android-based devices that
make use of the GRCBox for inter-vehicular communication and data exchange.
The first application was named Messiah, that aims to help reduce the response
time of emergency vehicles like ambulances, police cars and fire brigades. The
Messiah application is a navigation application that also displays emergency no-
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tifications using inter-vehicular communication. Thus, with the help of these onscreen notifications, the driver of the vehicle can take decisions like leaving space
for the emergency vehicle to pass, or rush to the aid of the other vehicle in need of
assistance. Experiments using this application confirmed that it performs best in
networks with a high node density.
We have also presented a FCW application that uses license plate recognition
and vehicular communication to generate warnings for notifying the drivers of the
vehicle behind and the one ahead, of a probable collision when the vehicle behind
does not maintain a distance of a vehicle length (approximately 5 meters) between
itself and the vehicle ahead. The application was tested in both static and mobile
scenarios, and we found out that, despite mobile devices with faster processors
tend to function better, even high end models took excessive time to recognise license plates. Moreover, the on-board optical sensor of the smart devices was not
powerful enough to stabilise the images captured when in motion, and in conditions involving low light. Thus, impeded by limitations in hardware, we felt that
we might still have to wait for more powerful devices of the future to take full
advantage of this application.
Finally, we have contributed towards the development of EYES, a drive safety
application that aims to provide real-time visual overtaking aid to drivers. The
designed system makes use of the smartphone camera to capture video, send it
to the device located in the vehicle behind using the GRCBox network, where it
is displayed on-screen for the driver to consult before overtaking. All this takes
place without any sort of user intervention once the application has been properly
launched. This is specially useful when the view of the driver is blocked by a larger
vehicle ahead. Also, no multi-hop relaying of data takes place as the video streaming occurs between the vehicle just ahead to the one following it, which makes us
optimistic regarding its scalability and use in regions with high traffic density. In
our laboratory test with the EYES application we compared the use of two video
codecs, namely the H.264 and MJPEG encoding formats, for selecting the most
relevant video codec for our application. MJPEG was chosen as the default encoding method due to its simplicity, better performance under losses, and lower
encoding delay. The designed application is dependent on three validation tests
(Same Direction Test, Ahead Test, and Same Lane Test) for selecting the video
source and destination. Experiments performed with the application in real scenarios show that the Same Direction Test and the Ahead Test performed as desired.
However, the Same Lane Test was affected by the inaccuracy of GPS readings, and
was able to efficiently detect 69% of the cases when the vehicles were using the
same lane. On analysing the accuracy of this Same Lane Test based on the length
of the displacement vectors and the inter-vehicular distances, we found that the
performance of the test improved from 0.63 to 0.75 in the cases where LAD and
Linear regression methods were employed.
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From our implementation and experimental study of smartphone-based safety
applications for VNs, we could see that, although integration of smartphones to
VNs opens a new horizon for ITS applications, they still have to face limitations in
terms of both quality and accuracy of the on-board sensors available to the mobile
devices. These constraints soon come to the surface on designing and using a more
demanding application that requires heavy processing or high sensor accuracy.
Thus, the use of smartphones for ITS applications may result in more affordable
and easily adoptable solutions in some cases, but may not be a good choice for
more demanding and critical safety-related applications.

5.2.

Future work

With respect to the different open research issues that can be pursued as future
lines of work under the framework of this thesis, are the following:
GRCBox - The communication device which supports V2X communication
has not yet been tested with 802.11p, since compatible interfaces were not
available to us while experimenting with it. Thus, it is highly desirable to
add support for WAVE-compatible hardware and analyse its performance.
Another possible improvement is to add support for communication with
On-Board Diagnostics (OBD) or Controller Area Network (CAN) buses to
retrieve vehicle-related information, and make it available to applications.
Also, the support for generic networking rules, like forwarding broadcast
packets to all outer networks that GRCBox is connected to, or to choose the
most stable or high speed network for data transmission, could be helpful
for the applications.
Messiah Application - This safety application, along with the other applications presented in this thesis, has only been tested in real scenarios using two
vehicles, each equipped with a smart device with the installed application.
Although we are optimistic about the scalability of our application, further
experiments involving more nodes participating in the network would help
us confirm our assumptions. Also, the application has only been developed
for Android devices, porting it to other platforms like iOS would increase
its adoption and use.
FCW Application - This application uses plate detection to estimate the distance between two cars, and generates warnings if a defined minimum safe
distance is not maintained. The application is designed to function in bidirectional two-lane roads, where there is movement of traffic in both directions, and only one lane per direction of movement is available. Since it is
capable of detecting multiple plates from images, it may detect plates of cars
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coming from the opposite direction, or static parked cars, in addition to the
plate of the car ahead. Plates not belonging to the car ahead are discarded
without warning generation with the help of a test that we have designed,
named the Same Direction Test. Although this test performs well, it does
not take into account multiple lane roads, where cars would be travelling
in the same direction on more than one lane. Therefore, situations might
arise where unwanted warnings are generated on identification of the plate
of a vehicle travelling on a different lane, but in the same direction, which is
within the communication range of the vehicle using our application. This
problem has been left as future work, and needs to be addressed.
EYES Application - It is a real-time visual overtaking assistant, which is
dependent on three validation tests, namely the Same Direction Test, the
Ahead Test and the Same Lane Test, for selection of the video source and
destination. As discussed previously, while the Same Direction Test and the
Ahead Test performed as per our expectations, the Same Lane Test on the
other hand, was more affected by GPS errors. It could efficiently detect
69% of the cases when the vehicles were using the same lane. However, the
performance of the test improved from 0.63 to 0.75 in the cases where LAD
and Linear regression methods were used to analyse the accuracy of this
test based on the length of the displacement vector and the inter-vehicular
distances. Methods to further improve the reliability of this test should be
sought.
Apart from the discussed issues, the presented solutions may be affected by
different types of application layer attacks. It is to be noted here that we have
not used any extra security measures to protect our applications from the different security-related threats, which have also been left as future work as a likely
improvement in the next versions. Thus, some of the possible attacks that might
influence the performance of the designed application are denial of service [206],
non-control-data corruption [207], malwares, and hacks. Denial of service can occur if a server is unable to respond to a legitimate client when it is occupied in
communication with the attacker. Approaches against this type of attack are usually based on the use of public key cryptographic protocols, an example of which
is [208]. Non-control-data corruption attacks, on the other hand, refers to the access and modification of user, user identity, configuration or decision-making data.
Our applications have been designed for the Android operating system, based on
the Linux environment, which provides developers the possibility to store data that
is private to the application, thereby rendering non-control-data corruption attacks
difficult to execute [209]. An example of malware could be a software that infects
the original code by modifying the actual behaviour of the application. A solution
to this security threat includes the use of Control-Flow Integrity [210], that im-
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plies embedding within software executables both the control-flow policy which
is enforced during runtime, and the mechanism for that enforcement. Hacking is
another security threat whereby the attacker would be able to modify the performance of the application and supply receivers with corrupted data. These types of
problems can be easily dealt with by making the whole system embedded within
the car, and by forcing the application to be proprietary software with manufacturer
certification.

5.3.

Publications

In this section we present a list of all the publications obtained as a result of our
study in relation to this dissertation, consisting of 4 journal articles, 7 conference
papers, and 1 demo presentation.

5.3.1.

Journals

Patra, Subhadeep, Peter Veelaert, Carlos T. Calafate, Juan-Carlos Cano,
Willian Zamora, Pietro Manzoni, and Fabio González. “A Forward Collision Warning System for Smartphones Using Image Processing and V2V
Communication.” Sensors 18, no. 8 (2018).
Hadiwardoyo, Seilendria A., Subhadeep Patra, Carlos T. Calafate, JuanCarlos Cano, and Pietro Manzoni. “An Intelligent Transportation System
Application for Smartphones Based on Vehicle Position Advertising and
Route Sharing in Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks.” Journal of Computer Science and Technology 33, no. 2 (2018): 249-262.
Patra, Subhadeep, Carlos T. Calafate, Juan-Carlos Cano, Peter Veelaert, and
Wilfried Philips. “Integration of vehicular network and smartphones to provide real-time visual assistance during overtaking.” International Journal of
Distributed Sensor Networks 13, no. 12 (2017).
Tornell, Sergio M., Subhadeep Patra, Carlos T. Calafate, Juan-Carlos Cano,
and Pietro Manzoni. “GRCBox: extending smartphone connectivity in vehicular networks.” International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks 11,
no. 3 (2015).

5.3.2.

Conferences

Hadiwardoyo, Seilendria A., Subhadeep Patra, Carlos T. Calafate, JuanCarlos Cano, and Pietro Manzoni. “An Android ITS Driving Safety Application Based on Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) Communications.” In Computer
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Communication and Networks (ICCCN), 2017 26th International Conference on, pp. 1-6. IEEE, 2017.
Patra, Subhadeep, Carlos T. Calafate, Juan-Carlos Cano, Peter Veelaert, and
Wilfried Philips. “Determining the relative position of vehicles considering bidirectional traffic scenarios in VANETS.” In Proceedings of the 2nd
Workshop on Experiences in the Design and Implementation of Smart Objects, pp. 6-10. ACM, 2016.
Tornell, Sergio M., Subhadeep Patra, Carlos T. Calafate, Juan-Carlos Cano,
and Pietro Manzoni. “A novel on-board unit to accelerate the penetration
of ITS services.” In Consumer Communications & Networking Conference
(CCNC), 2016 13th IEEE Annual, pp. 467-472. IEEE, 2016.
Patra, Subhadeep, Carlos T. Calafate, Juan-Carlos Cano, and Pietro Manzoni. “An ITS solution providing real-time visual overtaking assistance using smartphones.” In Local Computer Networks (LCN), 2015 IEEE 40th
Conference on, pp. 270-278. IEEE, 2015.
Patra, Subhadeep, Carlos T. Calafate, Juan-Carlos Cano, and Pietro Manzoni. “Performance Tuning Of A Smartphone-Based Overtaking Assistant.”
In XXVI Jornadas de Paralelismo, pp. 139-145. 2015.
Patra, Subhadeep, Javier H. Arnanz, Carlos T. Calafate, Juan-Carlos Cano,
and Pietro Manzoni. “EYES: A novel overtaking assistance system for vehicular networks.” In International Conference on Ad-Hoc Networks and
Wireless, pp. 375-389. Springer, Cham, 2015.
Patra, Subhadeep, Sergio M. Tornell, Carlos T. Calafate, Juan-Carlos Cano,
and Pietro Manzoni. “Messiah: an ITS drive safety application.” In XXV
Jornadas de Paralelismo, pp. 409-413. 2014.

5.3.3.

Others: Demo

Patra, Subhadeep, Sergio M. Tornell, Carlos T. Calafate, Juan-Carlos Cano,
and Pietro Manzoni. “Video-based overtaking assistance now a reality.” In
Proc. 40th IEEE Conf. Local Comput. Netw.(LCN). 2015.
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